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Dynamic Graphics adds powerful interactivity to the

4054. Unique BASIC keywords build , manipulate and

store true graphic objects , and then display them

dynamically . While the standard 4054 has some refresh

capability the cross-hair cursor , alphanumeric cursor,

and "FULL PAGE" can all be displayed without being

stored Dynamic Graphics dramatically extends this

capability.
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Powerful new Dynamic Graphics option brings refreshed graphic objects and refreshed alphanumerics to the Tektronix 4054.

Refreshed Graphic Objects On the 4054

by Miki Tokola

Imagine the graphics power if you could move objects
around the screen of the 4054. Not just propel an object

across the screen by overlaying many copies of it, but

actually move an object from one side of the screentothe

other without leaving a trace of its path . Imagine the fast
user interaction if prompts and menus appeared and

disappeared at appropriate times any place on the graphic
screen . Both of these exciting capabilities and many more
are now possible with the newly announced 4054 Option

30 Dynamic Graphics.

Dynamic Objects

In designing, you often think in terms of standard graphic

components such as a desk in facilities layouts , or a

transistor symbol in a circuit diagram . Dynamic Graphics

provides the graphic power to work directly with these

graphic elements , in addition to points and lines.
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BASIC language programs create the object . The object

can be any meaningful unit : a simple line or word, or a

complex 1,000 vector object or a program menu. A

ROPEN statement begins the construction process;

subsequent vectors and text strings define the object . The

definition continues until a RCLOSE statement is en

countered. A RAPPEND command will expand the

definition. The specified object is reopened to add

additional vectors and/or text . Object definitions can

also be deleted or replaced.

The object definitions , along with some display informa

tion automatically provided by the 4054 , are stored in the

Dynamic Graphics memory. This separate memory

permits efficient object storage which doesn't subtract

from the 4054's read /write memory. It's easy to build a

large set of objects .

An object appears on the 4054 screen through the

VISIBILITY command . This command causes the ob

ject's definition to be repeatedly retraced (refreshed)

producing a non-stored image on the screen. The

displayed image of the object can just as easily be deleted;

the image is no longer refreshed thus disappears leaving

no copy on the screen. However, the definition remains in

dynamic memory . This is useful for interactive prompts

and responses without cluttering the screen with un

necessary text.

A BLINK command alternates an object between visible

and invisible modes according to user- specified on and off

times . It could be used to draw the operator's attention to

a prompt or indicate an object needing some user action.

There is a great speed advantage with Dynamic Graphics.

An object stored in the dynamic memory can be displayed

on the screen up to 100 times faster than by drawing it

directly from a program onto the screen.

In addition to objects appearing and disappearing on the

screen without affecting the rest of the display, another

major graphic enhancement is motion.

The refreshed image of the object can be moved around

the screen either under program control or interactively

with the thumbwheels , or by using an optional graphic
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input device such as a graphic tablet or joystick . The

CURSOR command replaces the standard cross-hair

cursor with a specified object and places it under direct

control of the thumbwheels .

The FIX command copies the image onto the screen in

storage mode . You can quickly place multiple images of

an object by repeatedly positioning and fixing the object.

Let's look at a section of a BASIC program which uses

some of the new Dynamic Graphics commands. The

following listing defines a refresh object , moves the object

around the screen with the thumbwheels , and stores

copies of the object.

1000 MOVE 65,50
1010 REM - DEFINE A SQUARE AS OBJECT 1
1020 ROPEN 1
1030 RDRAW 10,0
1040 RDRAW 0,10
1050 RDRAW -10,0
1060 RDRAW , -10
1070 RCLOSE
1080 REM- USE THE SQUARE AS THE CURSOR
1090 REM- UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE THUMBWHEELS
1100 CURSOR 1
1110 POINTER X , Y , Z$
1120 REM - IF THE " F " KEY IS PRESSED
1130 REM - THEN STORE A COPY OF THE SQUARE
1140 REM - ON THE SCREEN
1150 IF Z $< > " F " THEN 1110
1160 FIX 1
1170 GO TO 1110

Language compatibility, a major feature of the 4050

Series , is maintained . The new commands are ignored by

the 4052, and by 4054s without the option . Special

provisions to interact with optional graphic input devices,

such as the Joystick or Graphics Tablet , have been

incorporated.

A Dedicated Microprocessor

By now you can appreciate not only the power of

Dynamic Graphics but also the computing power and

memory required to provide this capability. Dynamic

Graphics is a single circuit board installed in the 4054. A

high-speed microprocessor and 32K bytes of dynamic

memory are dedicated to the creation and display of

refresh objects , completely independent of the 4054's

processor. When Dynamic Graphics commands are

received, the microprocessor stores the objects created in

its own memory. Timing circuits prompt the

microprocessor to retrace its display memory, producing

non-stored images on the screen.

The number of vectors displayable without flicker

depends on the length of the vectors . Up to 1,000 vectors

averaging 1/2 cm . in length may be displayed without

flicker . The amount of displayable text is related to the

number of strokes in each character . At least one full line

of text, or several shorter lines , can be displayed in refresh

mode.

Applications

The 4054 has the most powerful graphics features in a

desktop computer . With the addition of Dynamic

Graphics , the potential application areas are endless . One



major category are those applications which build up a

display from standard symbols or components . Examples

include circuit schematics , facilities layout, architecture,

landscape design , and subdivision planning.

Let's examine a facilities layout application more closely
and see how the 4054 with Dynamic Graphics provides an

efficient solution to the planning problem . To begin, a

menu in refresh is displayed in the upper left corner ofthe
screen, explaining the functions of the User Definable

Keys. First, the planner draws the exterior walls of the

office. By pressing one of the User Definable Keys , the

planner brings up the cross-hair cursor . Positioning the

cursor with the thumbwheels , the planner defines the

corner points of the walls and doors . Once the planner has

finished drawing the walls , pressing a button recalls the
menu. The menu can be recalled and erased independent
ly with Dynamic Graphics . It is no longer necessary to
erase the entire screen to eliminate the menu.

The next stage places desks . Another User Definable Key

brings up a menu of desks and other office furniture on

the screen. After identifying the appropriate object, the
planner moves the desk around the screen with the

thumbwheels. The desk can be tried in different places in
the office ; upon deciding on the correct location, an image
of the desk is stored on the office display with a keystroke.
Numerous images of the desk can be stored around the

office by positioning the object and storing copies (Figure
1) .
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Fig. 1. Facilities layout is quick with the 4054 Dynamic Graphics option .
User-defined objects , such as the desks and chairs in this plot , can be selected
from a refreshed menu , then positioned with the thumbwheels.

Similarly, wall partitions , plants , file cabinets, and

conference tables are quickly positioned and stored . As

the office is being assembled , the BASIC program stores

the coordinate location and type of each object as it is
stored on the screen for editing and output . Once the plan

is complete, the planner can have a 4662 or 4663 Digital

Plotter plot the office plan ( Figure 2) . The procedure is

quick, easy, and highly interactive.
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We've Enclosed Some Questions

When you opened this issue of TEKniques , you probably

noticed an enclosed questionnaire . There are five

questionnaire areas , all intended to provide information

that will make us more responsive to you . We'd like to

know your opinion of TEKniques, and of the

Applications Library itself. For some further back

ground, we'd like to know a little about you , your
equipment , and your computing needs.

IFI

FFF

Fig. 2. Any stage of the layout may be sent to the 4662 Plotter from the 4054.

This refresh capability also provides real-time
simulations . With the cursor command , it is possible to

replace the cross -hair cursor with any refreshed object
and place the object under the control of the

thumbwheels . Imagine a 4054 with Dynamic Graphics as
a tactical decision aid . A BASIC program creates an

object resembling a submarine and specifies it as the

cursor. The operator can then position the sub anywhere

on the screen with the thumbwheels . A second object, a

destroyer, displayed in refresh chases the submarine. The

BASIC program moves the destroyer based on the

location of the submarine . It is possible to simulate
evasive maneuvers by allowing the operator to move the
submarine around the screen, trying to avoid detection by
the destroyer.
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These two examples can only hint at the power of 4054

Option 30 Dynamic Graphics . We know that users will

apply this increased graphic interactivity in many creative

ways.

Please take a few minutes to fill out the questionnaire, and
return it to us in the enclosed self- addressed stamped

envelope. This information will be very helpful to us , as
we plan for the future of the 4050 Series Applications

Library, and TEKniques , your applications library
newsletter.

We'd really like to hear from you !



Computer Aided Design Prepares Students for

World of Work

by Patricia Kelley

Mark Austin
Technical Education
Building

INDUSTAL

At Ricks College , Rexburg , ID , the Design and Drafting Technology Department
housed within this building is using a 4051 to teach their students computer
aided design.

Architecture, engineering and other design segments of

our economy are relying more and more on the computer

to translate their ideas into tangible reality . This has not

gone unnoticed by the industrious and farseeing

educators at Ricks College, tucked away in the Upper

Snake River Valley of Idaho at Rexburg. One of the goals

of this two-year private school of 6,000 students is to

"Provide experiences which promote early identification

ofsatisfying career paths and efficient preparation for the

world of work."

Several years ago, in line with these two objectives and the

direction of the design industry, the Design and Drafting

Technology department felt it was an opportune time to

incorporate a computer into its curriculum . Department

professors Blair Pincock and Mel Eckman sensed an

upcoming market for graduates with computer ex

perience from reviewing professional literature, and from

an American Institute for Design and Drafting conven

tion held about that time which Pincock attended . The

convention dealt directly with computer graphics.

Interactive computers aimed at design and drafting

applications were coming out ; industry was just starting

to talk about it . Unfortunately, the equipment that was

available was far too expensive for educational needs.

Pincock and Eckman researched what other schools were

doing and found a dearth of information . Realizing Ricks

College could get in on the ground floor of teaching

computer graphics in design and drafting, they began

exploring possibilities . They were adamant in their belief

that the student required interaction with the computer;

they deliberately avoided batch processing or host

terminal systems . They wanted a computer that could

"teach" the student . The Tektronix 4051 seemed to fit the
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specifications. Working with a very supportive college

administration, and John Hess , Tektronix Sales Engineer

from Salt Lake City , Pincock and Eckman installed a

4051 , 4956 Tablet , 4662 Plotter and 4051R05 Binary

loader in their laboratory (Figures 1 and 2) . The results

have been resounding; the professors have no trouble

getting the students to work with the 4051 to learn useful

projects, and the students have no trouble finding jobs

upon completion of their schooling.

Fig. 1. One of the initiators of computer aided instruction at Ricks College is
Blair Pincock, shown above at the 4956 Tablet in the department's
laboratory.

TheMaste

Fig. 2. Mel Eckman , Coordinator of Design and Drafting Technology at Ricks
College, was also instrumental in putting together the program of
computer aided design .

The Design and Drafting Technology Program

A student in Design and Drafting Technology has a

choice of three Associate Degree programs . Design and

Drafting Engineering Technology, Architectural Draf

ting Technology , and Pre-Architecture . The Design and

Drafting Engineering Technology program is accredited



by the nationally known Engineer's Council for

Professional Development . The student completing
course work in this area will either transfer to Brigham

Young University or go right to a job.

The Architectural Drafting Technology student will enter

the architectural drafting job market at the end of the two

year program. This program and the previous one both

graduate students with computer-aided graphics and

design experience ; someone who understands the com

puter sufficiently to operate it and someone with some

engineering background . This graduate is capable of

going to work in a hurry without a lot of on-the-job

training, filling the gap between no experience and the

four year graduate.

The student receiving an Associate Degree in Pre
Architecture will transfer to a university to become a
licensed architect .

A student must complete a minimum of 64 semester credit
hours to receive the Associate Degree . Of these a typical

Design and Drafting major will have had five semester

hours of computer aided graphics and design (120 actual

class hours plus project time) , including one BASIC

programming class . However, Pincock pointed out the

curriculum is gradually being revised to include the 4051
in other courses such as descriptive geometry, electrical
drawing, residential drafting and planning, and so on.
The result will be students who feel comfortable using the

computer in any facet of design and drafting.

All courses are competency based which means a student

must demonstrate proficiency in coursework before

moving on to the next step . If he cannot meet the
standards, he is required to repeat the step. The

competency-based classes have established the credibility

of Ricks College graduates with the business world .

Pincock said the department works closely with local
business and industry to maintain real -world standards
for the coursework. An industrial committee comprised

of four practicing engineers and architects plus the

department staff sets and oversees the standards.

The Facilities

The Design and Drafting Technology department is
housed in the Mark Austin Industrial Science building on

the 255 acre campus , overlooking Rexburg. The college

has provided the department with over 5,000 square feet
of space for their two drafting laboratories (figure 3) , a

large blueprinting area , resource library, and the com

puter aided drafting room .

The library contains a unique sound-on -slide display.

Here the student may study his topic of interest at his own

pace . Rather than having a complete subject recorded in

one continuous lecture on tape , with the resultant

searching through the tape for a particular segment of
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Fig. 3. Two drafting laboratories , a large blueprinting area , a resource library
and a computer aided drafting room provide the learning environment
for Design and Drafting Technology students at Ricks College .

Fig. 4. As a slide is projected on the screen , the lecture pertaining to that slide is
played from the sound track contained on the slide.

that subject, slides with a sound track on each are used

(figure 4) . From the library of over 4,000 slides , the

student can quickly select the segment of interest , then
view the graphics as he listens to the mini-lecture . Some of
the slides have been original products of the department,
many have come from Texas A & M University, and a few
have been adapted from commercially-available tapes .
According to Eckman, the concept has been well received

by the students as demonstrated by their constant use of
the slides.

A room across from the laboratories holds a Teletype

terminal connected to the large college host computer

that the students use while learning to program in BASIC.

They also have easy access to the wood and metal shops
located downstairs.

The Applications

The department abounds with programs generated by
enthusiastic students and staff. Pincock noted that he and

Eckman had to learn programming by themselves . He
credited the ability to interact with the 4051 , as well as its

friendliness , for smoothing a somewhat arduous process.

Although fairly proficient now, he says he continually

discovers unsuspected power within the 4051 commands.

Digitizer Utility

A digitizer utility program was one of the first developed



by a student, Ken Rock, to aid a user in building design

programs. A choice of symbols-arrows , circles, lines , and

so on- reside in a menu accessed from the tablet.

Through extensive use of the User Definable Keys and the

four-button cursor , the user indicates arrow direction,

whether a line is dashed , center and radius of a circle , and

many other refinements . A labeling routine prints a

question mark on the 4051 screen, the user just moves the

question mark to the desired location through the tablet

cursor. The labeling desired at this location can then be

typed in.

Points may be deleted , working backwards (last in, first

out) . Additionally , the tablet is divided into nine win

dows, with provision for zooming into a window . Arrays

containing the coordinate points of a drawing may be

accessed through the cursor ; that is , the user simply picks

the desired point by digitizing from the tablet and

requests the 4051 to display that array on the screen.

Therefore, if a loop needs to be completely closed orsome

other change made where the correct coordinate is

known, that coordinate may be inserted directly into the

proper array. Once the user is happy with the design on

the screen , the program may be saved on magnetic tape or

sent to the plotter . Figure 5 displays a plot generated

using this program.
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Fig. 5. A map of Sugar City Cemetary District demonstrates the digitizer utility

program developed by Ricks College student, Ken Rock , and later refined

by Mel Eckman.

Numerical Control

A formidable task for any draftsman is to draw the

schematics for etched circuit boards and translate the

holes for the wires into coordinates required by the

milling machines . The coordinates must be precise so

these holes will be accurately punched . Doing this

manually takes a lot of time . However, the student now

takes a component drawing twice the size of the finished

product (figure 6) , places it on the tablet, and digitizes the

positions for the wire connections . The 4051 draws the

drill diagram on the screen and lists the coordinates for

each hole. It then reduces it to actual size and stores the

coordinates on magnetic tape which could be used to

punch out the NC tape . Note the photo negative (center)

and the finished product next to the top in figure 6.
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Fig. 6. The wire connections from an enlarged component drawing (bottom) are
digitized on the 4956 Tablet . The 4051 draws the drill diagram (top) on

the screen , lists the coordinates for each hole (right - hand side ) , and

reduces the drawing to actual size . From the photo negative (center) the
finished product (shown next to the top ) is produced .

Sheet Metal Patterns

Another realtime saver is the pattern layout program for

sheet metal development . For instance , when an object is

to be constructed from flat pieces of sheet metal, the

draftsman has the responsibility for drawing out flat

patterns so they can be folded and fit together. Tom

Egbert , a student involved in such a project, became

exasperated and told himself there must be a better wayto

do it. Consequently, with only one BASIC language.

programming course behind him, he sat down at the 4051

and began to develop his pattern program. The result was

an easy-to-use tutorial for designing all different shapes

and sizes of sheet metal patterns , with attendant time

saving. The dust collection unit in Figure 7 is similar to

the pattern this program will produce.

Fig. 7. The designing and dimensioning of flat pieces of sheet metal so they will

fold and fit together to produce components similar to this dust collector
unit are done on the 4051 .



Geometric Dimensioning

Student-developed geometric dimensioning programs

save a lot of time as well as space . Eckman described

geometric dimensioning as the shorthand of dimen

sioning , a common system that allows one to give a very

accurate and definitive description of a product require

ment. For example , if a rod needed to be manufactured

round and straight to within .005" from end to end , a lot
of written instruction would need to be given to achieve

this. The geometric dimensioning system allows a very
simple symbol combination to give the same instruction.

without confusion for those familiar with the symbology.

An example describing the requirement for the rod is:

005

The programs draw the standard geometric boxes and

symbols automatically at the proper size from menu
selection (Figure 8).

+ 9

3.000.005
THIS FEATURE SHALL BECYLINDRICAL AND FALLWITHIN A 005 WIDETOLERANCE ZONE
AND IS DATUM A

3.000 .005

2 250-3 ACME X 150 SEERNOTE THREAD RUNGOT 52BE WITHIN 005 OF DATOV A

750 005 DIA HOLE THRU
NOTE HOLE IS LOCATED AT
TRUE POSITION TO DATUM AWITHIN 002 DIA IF HOLE IS
AT 745 MMC , 004 DIA , IFHOLE IS AT 755 HIGH LIMIT

250 005 DIA HOLE THRUON 1.750 DIA . BOLT CIRCLE
10 PLACES EQUALLY SPACEDNOTE: HOLE IS LOCATED AT
TRUE POSITION TO DATUM A
WITHIN 005 DIA IF HOLE ISAT 245 MMC , OIO DIA IFHOLE IS AT 255 HIGH LIMIT

2.250.005

-A

Fig. 8a . Text describes product requirements.

125 X 45 CHAM TY-*

2.250-3 ACME XI 50DEEP
A .005

CIRCULAR

.750.005 DIA.HOLE THRU
A.002

250 ± 005 DIA HOLE THRUON 1.750 DIA . B.C. 10
PLACES EQ SPACED

A .005

.005

2.250 005

128 X 48 CHAM 1

Fig. 8b . Symbols and standard geometric boxes are the shorthand of
dimensioning replacing the text shown in Fig. 8a.

Architecture

A student program that gets a of use is the

architectural planning aid , designed by Lance Murri and
Jim Wiebe. The user can sit down at the 4051 and design a
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typical section for a home using this tutorial program.

The user specifies the size of foundation (8" in figure 9) ,

the type of siding, roofing and so on . A cross-section

of the building may then be plotted as shown in figure 9.

Pincock stressed the time savings for drawings that have

to be repeated many times .

1/2 SHEETROCK
2X4X02 5/8 STUD

12

1/2'SHEETROCK

3 *BASEBOARD
3/4 MAIN FLOOR
3/4 SUBFLOOR

2X12FLOOR JOIST

8 ANCHOR BOLT

5/8 CDX ROOF PLYWOOD
15LB IRON FELT/38LB STARTER

SUBFACIA

16 "

FACIA

SOFFIT
SOFFIT NAILERS

-3/4 " CELOTEX

3/4 SIDING

2X12 RIM JOIST
2X4 SILL PLATE

Fig. 9. Cross-section of a home designed on the 4051 using the architectural
planning aid program .

A related routine compiles a bill of materials . The user

simply responds to the prompts on the 4051 screen for the

dimensions of the house . From this the 4051 quickly

calculates the quantity of 2 x 4's , sheetrock , shingles , floor

joist , and other raw materials required . Pincock com
pared several materials lists done manually with the 4051

output and noted they came within one-half of a 2 x 4 or

one sheet of sheetrock . It's very accurate and fast . He

hopes to have a similar program soon to calculate the

finish package for the inside of the home . Pincock is also

planning a demolition package which would determine

the amount of material in an already-constructed

building. Through such a program , a user could calculate

how many truck loads of material would need to be

hauled away and consequently the cost to demolish a

building.

Another routine developed for a student project is a

structural design program . Sizes of floor joists and beams

are calculated from the span length keyed into the 4051.

The Model in Figure 10 was constructed from plans

Fig. 10. Students constructed this model from plans similar to those formulated
on the 4051 using the architectural planning aid and structural design
programs.



similar to those formulated on the 4051 using these

programs.

An ambitious undertaking by student Kip Carpenter

designs and plots landscapes . A typical plot plan shown in

figure 11 exhibits the standard landscape architect

symbols. These symbols are called using the digitizer.

Various sizes and shapes of patios and swimming pools

are available and either of these may be rotated . Note the

swimming pool comes complete with diving board and

decking. Different sizes of the various types of trees and

shrubs may be specified . Stepping stones may be located

anywhere through the tablet cursor . When the design is

complete , it may be sent to the plotter for drawing on

translucent vellum which is later run through the

blueprinting machine.

RICKS

COLLEGE

REXBURG

IDAHO

80

Fig. 11. A blueprint of a landscape plot designed on the 4051 , then drawn onto

translucent vellum using the 4662 Plotter.

Energy Conservation

Last summer Pincock took part in a three week energy

conservation workshop held at Pacific University in

Forest Grove, Oregon . As a result he and another

attendee, Don Singer , developed a program on the 4051

to analyze energy loss and savings . Armed with a

completed worksheet ( Figure 12) , the user keys in

responses to the prompts printed on the 4051 screen. The

program calculates the heat loss and the annual fuel cost.

Changing a variable such as insulation or window type

allows the user to compare the cost of optimum heat

conservation with the payback from fuel savings . Every

component of a home may thus be looked at in terms of

cost/ benefit before construction is started . This com

parison routine used to take two or three days of full time

work; it can now be done in minutes on the 4051 .

These are just a sampling of the many programs designed

by students and staff in the Design and Drafting

Technology department at Ricks College . But to provide

the students with continuing useful projects, Pincock and

Eckman are hoping to extend their business and industry

contacts. While the Rexburg location and atmosphere are

conducive to learning , Pincock notes that it is out of the

mainstream of industry . The department would like to

reach those individuals with real life design problems

which could be addressed by the students . Eckman and

Pincock comment that the department would be very
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willing to spend the time developing solutions to such

problems and return these to the originators free . It would

be a real benefit for the students and should be something

that would work well for industry.
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Fig. 12. Once the user has entered the data on the worksheet into the 4051 , the

4051 calculates heat loss and annual fuel costs.

Trial # 3

The venture into computer aided drafting is paying offfor

the department and the students . Enrollment in the

program is increasing at over 19% each year. Students

graduating from the program are finding successful

careers. Two examples are Ken Rock and Debbie McKay

(Figure 13), both working for Bell Laboratories in Denver

doing computer aided design of printed circuits for

telephone communication . Their work is completely done

on the computer including design , drawings , and quality

control. Another graduate finished his last two years at

Brigham Young University and is now working for

Boeing in Seattle . And many others are working for

architectural and engineering firms who are applying

computer aided design.
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Fig. 13. Two recent graduates of Ricks College with Associate Degrees in

Drafting Design are employed at Bell Laboratories in Denver . Deborah

McKay is designing circuit boards such as the one shown at the bottom

of their Bell Lab welcoming photos . Ken Rock works in the engineering

information department ; he was the designer of the digitizer utility

program described earlier.

Both Pincock and Eckman have had a chance to use their

computer aided skills in redesigning their homes . Three



years ago on June 6 the Teton Dam located 15 miles

above Rexburg on the Teton River washed out, flooding

the entire valley . Both men and their families lived near
the banks of this river . Pincock stood on a hill and

watched the wall of water , 7 to 8 miles wide and more than

10 feet high, sweep his home and outbuildings

downstream . Eckman standing next to him saw his home

heavily damaged but intact . Both say "it was an in

teresting experience to have had . " Eckman scraped the

mud and debris away and repaired his home . Pincock
rebuilt his in the same location.

Fig. 14. The pyramid -shaped "mountain " is all that's left of the earthen dam
above Rexburg on the Teton River . The dam washed out on its north
side (left) sending a wall of water down into the valley.

by Dennis Heckman

A new software package broadens the business uses ofthe

4050 Series Graphic Computing Systems . PLOT 50

Business Planning and Analysis Volume 2 (BPA-2)

allows you to do time-series analysis and forecasting

quickly and easily . A wide range of forecasting methods

are available in the package ; you identify the data to be

used, and specify parameters if desired . The system then

takes over to provide the analysis and forecast. The

package will handle any kind of data- weekly, monthly,

quarterly, accounting period , and so on . High-quality

graphic output is an added benefit . Results are also
available in tabular form.

PLOT 50 Business Planning and Analysis Volume 2: A

Unique and Powerful Tool for the Decision Maker

Time-series analysis is based on the theory that historical
performance indicates some underlying process .
Therefore, statistical analysis of the process can provide
the basis for projecting future performance . BPA-2 is

designed to provide better information for decision

makers and planners . Beyond its applications in business,

the package's versatility as a statistical analysis tool will

allow the same easy use in statistical and scientific
environments .

Fig. 15. Faintly visible here , Sugar City lies 11 miles below the dam . On its rush
downstream, the surge of water tore out trees and cut away the bank.
Below , it spread out into the valley eight miles across, but was still 10
feet high as it inundated Rexburg 15 miles below.
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Editors Note: Blair Pincock and Mel Eckman would be very willing to
discuss their program with other colleges or industry . They may be
reached at : Ricks College , Dept. of Design and Drafting Technology,
Rexburg, Idaho 83440. John Hess , Tektronix Sales Engineer, who
helped install the equipment and arranged for this interview may be
reached at the Tektronix Salt Lake City field office.

Program Structure

The program is organized into six phases . These phases

correspond to the normal steps you would take in

developing a forecast . The Data Management group is

used to handle and store your data , so that analysis may

be performed. Pre- Forecast Analysis determines the

nature of the data so that the proper forecasting methods

may be used. Deseasonalization identifies and isolates

seasonal factors prior to running the forecast com

putations. These three groups are called upon prior to

running the forecast computations.

Forecast Computations is the heart of BPA-2. The

Forecast Computations group contains a variety of
methods for time-series analysis and forecasting . Once
the forecast is completed , two post -forecast program
groups are available . Forecast Seasonalization is a unique

feature that lets you introduce seasonal factors into the

forecast. Post Forecast lets you evaluate the forecast

you've just generated . The six groups and the functions

they contain are summarized in Table 1 .



Program Group

Data Management

Pre-Forecast
Analysis

Deseasonalization

Forecast
Computations

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Forecast
Seasonalization

Post Forecast

Using the Program

Data Management

FORECASTING PROGRAMS

RECALL
PRIMARYFILE

ENTERKEYBOARDFROM

SELECT
GRAPH

SET
PARAMETERS

When you use Business Planning and Analysis Volume 2,

you work through the forecast stages interactively with

your Graphic System through a set of functions and

through a master menu of programs . Once you choose a

program, the BPA-2 functions are accessed through the

System's User-Definable Keys , See figure 1. The first step

is entering the data that will be used as the basis for the

forecast. You can enter data by hand, from the keyboard,

or you can call it in from files on tape or disc . The Data

Management phase of the program allows easy data

handling and storage , interactive definition of the graph

parameters and rescaling of your data.

RECALL
SECONDARYFILE

Table 1

CHANGE
ANY

SOLVE

Data Entry
File Manager

Autocovariance
Simple Differences
Compound Differences
Comparative Analysis
Moving Totals

Simple Seasonals
Averaged Seasonals
Smoothed Seasonals
Transcendental Smoothing
Winters' Method

Moving Averages
Exponential Smoothing
Direct Smoothing
Adaptive Smoothing I
Adaptive Smoothing II
Regression Analysis
Gompertz' Curve

Seasonalized Forecasts
Cumulative Forecasts

Functions Performed

Measures of Dispersion
Confidence Intervals

SWAP
FILES

INSERTANY

PLOTTER

GRAPH

APPEND
DATA

DELETEANY

PRINTER

TABLE

TAPE 1

STORE
PRIMARYFILE

LIST
DATA

MASTER
MENU

Fig. 1. BPA-2 overlay for the User- Definable Keys . There are 18 functions on the
overlay.
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Pre-Forecast Analysis

Next you'll want to run a Pre-Forecast Analysis to check

for patterns in the data . Determining which patterns are

present allows selection of the correct forecasting method.

In addition, patterns such as seasonality can be identified

and later can be removed by calling up the appropriate

Deseasonalization program . The programs may be run

repetitively in any order to identify and isolate the trend,

seasonal and cyclic patterns that may be present in your

data . Figure 2 is an example of the graphs produced bythe

Pre-Forecast Autocovariance Analysis program. This

program measures how strongly data values withina time

series are related to each other.
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slow decline means + growth

100

EQUIPMENT PURCHASES

Jan
1974

Means :.

Jan
1973

Autocorrelations

(circle superimposed on actual graphic output)

Fig. 2. Autocorrelation coefficient graph from BPA-2 , Pre - Forecast Analysis

phase. The upper graph gives the autocorrelation coefficients for

consecutive time lags which measure the strength of the relationship.
Significant coefficient values (say less than -0.8 or greater than 0.8) will

appear as peaks . Here the peaks occur at annual ( 12-period) intervals

inferring seasonality . The bottom graph is a graph of the time series.

Still in Phase II looking for patterns , we can look at the

Mean Differences and Mean Absolute Differences . The

mean difference for a particular time lag measures the

tendency for the difference between new data pairs to be

greater than, smaller than , or equal to the difference

between older pairs of data . Figure 3 is an example ofthe

graph produced by the Simple Differences program.
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seasonality

why
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TIME

+ means + growth
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EQUIPMENT PURCHASES
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Time Lage in Perlode

(circle superimposed on actual graphic output)
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24
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60
45
30
15
8

Jan
1979

Fig. 3. Mean Differences and Mean Absolute Differences computed from BPA-2,
Pre-Forecast Analysis phase . Note the two sets of axes in the upper
graph . Graphed on the lefthand axis is the computed Mean Difference



shown as a solid line . Because the means get larger in a positive
direction , the growth pattern is positive.

The mean absolute difference ( MADS) measures the tendency for the
difference between data pairs to be equal . The MADS are graphed on the
righthand axis. Here the scale runs from to 60 (always a positive scale) .
When data repeats itself, the average mean absolute difference is
smaller. Note the valleys in the MADS graph correspond directly to the
peaks in the autocorrelation coefficient graph in Figure 2.

The lower graph is a graph of the time series.

Deseasonalization

If you have detected a seasonal pattern in your data, you'll

want to run a program from the Deseasonalization phase

to remove these recurring patterns which may mask

underlying trends in the data . There are two kinds of

seasonals. Seasonals which depend on trend , that is , the

value of the seasonal may vary as the trend varies , are
called "multiplicative " seasonals . Seasonals which do not

depend on trend are called "additive " seasonals . An

example of the former would be if a significant portion of
your annual sales are made to the federal government ,
with the major sales happening at the beginning and end
of their fiscal year . However , the amount of their

spending in either case is dependent upon the state of the

economy, or the general trend . Conversely, no matter
how well or poorly business is doing, Joe calls up every
year in March and orders 100 units ; this is additive

seasonality .

Five programs deseasonalize the data , depending on
which kind of seasonality you detect and if the value of

each data point is as important as another , or if some

points carry more weight than others . Both Transcenden

tal Smoothing (for additive seasonality) and Winters'

Method compute seasonalized forecasts whicheliminates

the need to run any programs from the Forecast

Computation group or the Seasonalized Forecast

program.

The Averaged Seasonal method uses a moving average

technique. It computes final seasonals by forcing the

latest set of moving averages to total 100 times the

number of periods per year . This allows more importance

to be placed on recent data and allows the seasonal factors

to change . The results are displayed as two graphs (Figure
4).
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deseasonalized
series

Jan
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Jan
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Fig. 4. Averaged Seasonals computed from BPA-2 , Deseasonalization phase.
The averaged seasonals are plotted as the solid line and the final
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If you suspect the seasonality is additive (independent of

any trends), try the Transcendental Smoothing program.
As mentioned earlier, this method deseasonalizes the time

series, forecasts , and seasonalizes it again . The graph in

Figure 5 is produced by this method .

DOLLARS
ZH

THOUSANDS

DOLLARS

HZ

seasonal factors as vertical bars in the upper graph . Note the averaged
seasonals are centered , because they are moving averages , as they are
plotted . Here three years of data were used for each averaged seasonal.
In the lower graph the solid line depicts the original time series ; the
deseasonalized version is shown as a dashed line . Removing the
seasonality results in a more stable time series.
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Fig. 5. Transcendental Smoothing graph from BPA-2 , Deseasonalization phase.
As you inspect the graph , mentally draw lines along the upper and lower
limits ofthe time series data (solid line ) and forecast (dashed line). In this
example seasonality is growing in its variation as the trend grows so
Transcendental Smoothing is not the program to use . If the seasonal
contribution were independent , the bandwidth would remain
approximately constant.

Let's step back into the track of multiplicative seasonals .

The Winters' Method provides a total forecast . However,
it requires lots of data (a minimum of two years) to cover

the initial period and provide the comparison values for
the initial forecasts . The Winters' Method will graphically

depict seasonality changes which would never be picked
out from a table of numbers . A graph of the results ofthe
Winters' Method on our data is shown in Figure 6.
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EQUIPMENT PURCHASES
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M

Notice spread due to seasonality is smaller than it
should be . You want it to remain constant with
this method because the method is based on
additive , not multiplicative , seasonality.
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yearly forecastI
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Fig. 6. Winters ' Method graph computed from BPA-2 , Deseasonalization phase.
Of concern here is the amount of variation between the forecast (dotted
line) and the actual data (solid line ) . Although every forecast won't match



the data exactly , the slope of the forecast should match that of the data

and the turning points should match . The forecast slope here matches

the historical data pretty well ; however, the actual downturn in the

summer of 1976 lagged the forecast . This graph would suggest further

analysis using the Post - Forecast programs.

Forecast Computations

By this step in the forecasting process , you should have a

good feel for your time series . You should know whether

seasonality needs to be considered or not . You should be

able to view your time series (in deseasonalized form, if

applicable) and determine which trend pattern best fits

your data (Figure 7).

Frame 1
By this step in the forecasting process you should have a good feel for
your times series . You should know for example whether seasonality
needs to be considered or not . You should be able to view your time
series ( in deseasonalized form if applicalble ) and determine which trend
pattern best fits your data .

Constant

Power

Phase IU Forecast Computations

Program

Trend Patterns

Program 13 MOVING AVERAGES

Exponential

Fig. 7. The description of the pattern is an equation which is a function oftime.

Such an equation is called a model.

Program 15 DIRECT SMOOTHING

Linear

There are seven programs in the Forecast Computation

section . Each program is designed for data that fits a

certain model, or your choice of several models . Table 2

summarizes the programs and their models.

Table 2

PROGRAMS, METHODS, AND MODELS

Computational Methods

Program 16 ADAPTIVE SMOOTHING I

-

Program 19 GOMPERTZ CURVE

Quadratic

Program 17 ADAPTIVE SMOOTHING II

Program 18 REGRESSION ANALYSIS

S Curve

Program 14 EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING Single Exponential Smoothing
Double Exponential Smoothing
Triple Exponential Smoothing
Single Direct Smoothing
Double Direct Smoothing
Triple Direct Smoothing

ConstantSingle Moving Averages
Single Weighted Moving Averages Constant
Double Moving Averages Linear
Double Weighted Moving Averages Linear

Single Adaptive Smoothing
Double Adaptive Smoothing
Triple Adaptive Smoothing

Model

Single Adaptive Smoothing
Double Adaptive Smoothing
Triple Adaptive Smoothing
Linear Regression
Quadratic Regression
Exponential Regression
Power Regression
Gompertz Method

Constant
Linear
Quadratic
Constant
Linear
Quadratic
Constant
Linear
Quadratic
Constant
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Quadratic
Exponential
Power
S Curve

Each forecasting method has its own technique for

computing the estimates of the model parameters . The

data in the previous examples seems to fit a linear model.

Therefore, the Direct Smoothing program will be used .

The graph in Figure 8 displays the forecast based on

deseasonalized data.
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Fig. 8. Direct Smoothing forecast from BPA-2 , Forecast Computation phase.

Notice the degree is 2 , or double smoothing , and the data has been

deseasonalized . The forecast line (dashed) intersects the data (solid line)

often . If it didn't a higher order model would be called for . However, the

forecast does not reflect 11 critical turning points in the actual data . And

although exponential smoothing will cause forecasted peaks and valley

to lag actual data values , here they lag too far . Once the forecast

computation is performed , the unique Forecast Seasonalization

capability can be called upon . Introducing the seasonal factors that were

identified earlier may explain some of the discrepancies.

100

Forecast Seasonalization

The Forecast Seasonalization phase introduces previous

ly identified seasonal factors into the forecast . Note the

Seasonalized Forecast shown in Figure 9.
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arrows point out where forecast should have
reflected 11 turning points in actual data
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seasonality ; 8 still aren't reflectedintroducing
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Fig. 9. Seasonalized Forecast graph from BPA-2 , Seasonalization phase . Note

the scaling has been changed from the graph in Figure 8. Introducing

seasonality explained only three of the turning point discrepancies . The

forecast is adding in a trough at the beginning of each year . We need to

look at the forecasting method and the seasonal factors.

Post-Forecast Analysis

Post-Forecast Analysis programs analyze the errors of

previously computed forecasts . Measures of Dispersion

shows the dispersion of the errors and helps youjudge the

effectiveness of the forecasting method you chose.

Confidence Intervals uses the errors to compute a



confidence interval for each forecast . Both programs first

seasonalize the forecasts if necessary. Results from these

two programs may point out changes in the seasonal

pattern or in the trend-cycle pattern of the time series.

These changes may require that you adjust or change the
current forecasting method or deseasonalization

program. Figure 10 graphs the forecast errors for our

previous example data . Acceptance or rejection of the

forecast depends on the size of the errors and your
accuracy criteria.
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Fig. 10. Measures of Dispersion analysis from BPA-2 , Post- Forecast Analysis
phase . Note the pattern of the tracking signal in the upper graph at the
beginning of each year . The uniform oscillation at yearly intervals
indicates the deseasonalization method may be failing.
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Returning to the Forecast Computation phase once
more, we'll run the Regression Analysis program on the
deseasonalized time series . (Since BPA-2 is organized in

phases, it is possible to stop at any point and go back only
as far as necessary to try another method .) This technique

determines the equation of a line that best fits the data . In

Figure 11 we are using a quadratic model- note the
formula in the title.

The smoothed mean absolute deviation (m.a.d. ) of the errors, shown in
the lower graph as a solid line labeled D (T) , seems to be increasing. This
indicates the forecast is diverging from the process . The cumulative
errors are graphed (in centered form) as a solid line labeled M (T) in the
lower graph . It is the yearly moving totals of the errors.

Jan
1976
TIME

Values of the cumulative errors and tracking signal are negative when
the forecast exceeds the time series , and positive when the forecast is
less than the series . Comparing these results against Figure 9 will bear
this out.
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Fig. 11. Regression Analysis computed from BPA- 2 , Forecast Computation
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Inserting the seasonal patterns into the Regression

Analysis forecast computation tells us we're still having a

problem with the beginning of the year (Figure 12) . The

seasonal figures may need tweaking . Other factors may

need to be considered such as union contracts , floods,

material shortages , and so on .
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phase. The slope of the forecast line (dashed) doesn't look too bad . The
three month forecast indicates it may be leveling out.
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last four point to seasonality problems

Fig. 12. Seasonalized Forecast (based on Regression Analysis ) from BPA-2,
Seasonalization phase . The troughs at the beginning of each year are
still causing problems . It may be necessary to change some seasonal
factors this is easily done by pressing the SET PARAMETERS function
key .
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The analysis of the forecast errors from this latest run

portrays the same pattern ( Figure 13) .
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Fig. 13. Dispersion of Forecast Errors calculated by BPA-2 , Post -Forecast
Analysis phase. In this graph the pattern is showing up as valleys
compared to peaks in Figure 10. The direction of the forecast isn't
matching that of the data . We are getting more and more signals that
the process is changing toward the end and that the seasonals need
adjusting.

If the data is changing perhaps it will fit a Gompertz

Curve. This pattern is typified by an elongated "S "-shaped

curve. The curve describes three phases in the life of the

underlying process . In the first phase there is limited but



positive growth . During the second phase of rapid

transition, the growth curve is exponential . Finally, in the

third phase, the growth slackens again . The results in

Figure 14 suggest the process is possibly starting the
second stage.
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Fig. 14. Gompertz Curve fitted to deseasonalized data from BPA-2 , Forecast
Computation phase.
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Figure 15 graphs another time series demonstrating a

process in the third "mature" stage .
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Fig. 15. Gompertz Curve fitted to another set of time series data . Although in the
third stage , the curve still has a positive slope.

by Herschel J. R.Weintraub

School of Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences

Dept. of Medicinal Chemistry and Pharmacognosy

Purdue University

West Lafayette, IN

CAMSEQ is a program package that has been developed

for use in the analysis of organic chemical molecules ' . The

programs in the package are used in conformational

analysis , a new and exciting area of medicinal chemistry.

In conformational analysis , chemists use the principle

that a molecule may have many different shapes in

A final program in the Post- Forecast Analysis phase,

Confidence Intervals , may be used to equate the size of

the forecast errors and the resulting range of forecast

values with probabilities . You can change the percent

confidence value through the SET PARAMETERS

function key.
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The Manual

The Business Planning and Analysis Volume 2 User's

Manual is designed for both novice and expert . For those
not familiar with the 4050 Series , or even computers , an

introductory section helps them through the basics.

Another section thoroughly acquaints the user with the

functions of the BPA-2 programs and how they're

accessed through the User Definable Keys . A refresher

course in basic forecasting techniques is provided , follow

ed by a sample session which introduces the user to BPA

2 methods. The remaining sections carry the user through

each phase, step-by-step with plenty of illustrations and

graphics. The appendix contains a glossary of forecasting

and computing terms for a basic understanding. It also

contains the mathematical equations used in each of the

programs.

CAMSEQ/M: A 4051 - Based Conformational Analysis System

solution, some of which may be similar to that in the

crystal state . The CAMSEQ programs use both empirical

and quantum mechanical techniques to find the lowest

free-energy state in free space and in solution; the latter is

the most likely state that will occur in the body.

In Summary

Objectively evaluating historical data and then usingthat

evaluation to accurately predict future values is the basis

for many of today's important commercial and scientific

decisions. PLOT 50 Business Planning and Analysis

Volume 2 is a powerful analysis tool that provides better

decision data in the form of graphic results , for decision

makers and planners in many areas . It frees the user from

performing the many required complex computations

manually, or from having to depend on a time-share

system .

4050A11 is the tape version of BPA-2 which uses the 4924.

A disc version , 4050A12 , will soon be available . Contact

your local Tektronix Sales Engineer for more informa

tion on Business Planning and Analysis Volume 2.

The CAMSEQ package has been running in batch mode

at Purdue and many industrial and other academic sites

for some time. An interactive version is also running on

a timeshare basis on the National Institutes of Health

Environmental Protection Agency- Chemical Informa

tion System (NIH-EPA-CIS) 2. The advent of the



powerful "stand-alone" capabilities of the 4051 , with its

capacity for interactive graphics , prompted the develop

ment of CAMSEQ/M . This package also performs

conformational analysis , but is designed to run locally on

any 4050 Series Graphic Computing System.

Conformational Analysis

Conformational Analysis is a very new field , but one that

is beginning to have important impacts in the field of

chemical and molecular design . It is particularly useful in

the field of medicinal chemistry , where knowledge about

the state and shape of chemical molecules can be used to

help predict their activity in the body . Three-dimensional

shapes, electronic parameters , bond types , excluded
volume all of these factors and more contribute to how

a molecule will interact in a living system . The technique

of conformational analysis can be used to find the most

likely active state of chemical compounds , and also to

predict inactive states.

The technique uses computing power to rotate all of the

bonds in a molecule . The effect is to theoretically change

the molecule's three-dimensional shape , or conformation,

with the goal of finding the shape with the lowest free

energy in solution . Statistically, the state with the lowest

free energy is the one that's most likely to occur in the

body.

By determining the characteristics of known compounds ,

and using this information for comparison with new ,

similar structures , useful modifications may be predicted .

Besides predicting the activity level of various molecules,

the assumption that similar compounds react in a similar

fashion can be helpful in other ways . One of the newest

applications uses the same assumptions and techniques to

determine if compounds might be carcinogens . Confor

mational analysis is used to compare new compounds

with the molecular shapes of known carcinogens . Again,

the three-dimensional molecular structure is used as a

predictor of biological activity .

Why Local Processing?

The batch versions of CAMSEQ have a fairly high core

demand (30-50K words ) . The NIH-EPA-CIS interactive

version also has a rather large memory requirement.

CAMSEQ/M is designed to supplement both the NIH

EPA-CIS system and the batch processors by providing

local processing power. This relieves the former system for

data base manipulations rather than the time-consuming

conformational analysis calculations.

While computer graphics might be viewed as a fancy,

non-essential, luxury item, it becomes a necessary tool for

the understanding of the chemistry and energetics of

complex molecular systems . In many cases , the solutions

to difficult theoretical problems are too intricate to be

easily understood when presented in the form of tables.

The sheer bulk of the data often is so great that it defies
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comprehension. That's where the high resolution graphic

displays of the 4050 Series come into the picture .

CAMSEQ/M , as noted before, was developed around

the 4051 , but will run on any 4050 Series Graphic

Computing System. Required hardware includes the 4051

with at least 16K memory (32K is preferred) , a joystick,

and aMatrix Function ROM Pack. A more versatile disc

based system has been implemented by includingthe 4907

File Manager into the system . With either system ,

communicating with the NIH-EPA-CIS computer (or

other host system ) necessitates adding the Option 1

Communications Interface for RS-232- C communica

tion.

Using CAMSEQ/M

When the system is turned on and CAMSEQ/M is

initiated, a menu is displayed on the 4050 Series display.

The particular task to be performed is selected from this

menu, as shown in Figure 1. In this example, the

"crystallographic coordinate" input feature has been

selected . As the example shows, the program prompts the
user for various required parameters . And , at any point , a

question mark can be typed by the user , prompting the

system to highlight the appropriate information on the

screen to help the user determine what to do.

CAMSEO /M
MICROPROCESSOR - BASED CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

DO YOU HAVE A JOYSTICK ? ( Y /N )

SELECT CARTESIAN OR XRAY ( FRACTIONAL ) COORDINATES
ENTER UNIT CELL PARAMETERS :A : 14.06 ALPHA : 988 : 32.34 BETA : 117.8C : 16.53 GAMMA : 98

Fig. 1. The CAMSEQ/M Menu .

RESTART

INPUT
COORDS

CARTESIAN

X-RAY
( FRACT )

GRAPHICSMODEL BLD
SAVE

ON SUB STRFILE
SAVE

ON DATA
FILE

DISPLAY
MOLECULE

LISTDATA
SELECTOPTIONS

CAMSEQ/M lets the user input complete molecular

structures from the data base (on tape or disc) , or input

cartesian or crystallographic coordinates . Or , a joystick

controlled model-building routine can be used to con

struct a molecule from one or more substructures and

attach substitutents . These several options make data

entry quite flexible ; again , the user is guided through

every step by the program's prompts.

Continuing with the example shown in Figure 1 , the user

is prompted to supply the appropriate coordinates, and

the atom type (C, O, N, H , etc. ) . The program determines

the exact atom type (sp3 , etc.) by analyzing the molecular

connectivity data found in a subsequent step . This

connectivity data is calculated , following coordinate

input, by locating bonds that are less than 1.6 Angstroms



apart between atoms . A sketch of the molecule can then

be produced to verify the data input.

Bonds can be added or deleted while viewing this display.

The graphic view is more convenient for locating in

correct data (coordinates , bonds ) than a table of similar

information; but tables of all topological and

topographical information are also available . To rotate

the molecule, or to produce a stereoscopic view, the user

simply requests a "stereo " view rather than a "quick"view.

Various molecular parameters , including bond lengths ,

bond angles , and torsion angles , may be determined while

viewing this display. Publication-quality stick models or

"disk and stick" models may be produced , as shown in

Figure 2.3

ETHIDIUM : IODOCpG
PRESS USER KEYS 2-8 TO EXAMINE STRUCTURE ;

Fig. 2. A stereo view of a calculated molecular structure.

Some More Examples

Figure 3 shows the menu obtained when the graphics

model builder option is requested . A list of up to nine

frequently-used substructures is displayed to speed the

selection of appropriate subunits . Also shown in Figure 3

is an example ofjoystick-assisted construction of a simple

compound , amphetamine . The sequence required to

construct this molecule is as follows:

23 ATOMS
CAMSEO M

H 4

Step 1.

HSC

CZ

8

C19

H18

H18
H19

012

H13

H20
Vcit

العلل15

H14

1 OR 10 HILL CLEAR SCREEN

DONE

N21

H22

H23

HDDATOM
CHANGEATOM
SELECTSUB ST

ADDBOND

DELETE
BOND
AUTOBOND
CALCCOORDS

STOP

REPLOT

CENTER

Fig. 3. The Graphics Model Builder menu , with a joystick- constructed model .

The benzene substructure is selected from

the list (by "pointing" to it with the joystick

controlled cursor ) , and placed in the

desired location on the screen . The grid is

provided for convenience in estimating

distances. This is only a "ghost" structure; it

becomes part of the molecule only after

step 3, below.

Step 2.
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Step 3.

Step 4.

Step 5.

The "add atom" feature is selected and the

number of atoms is defined .

The cursor is moved about the screen using

the joystick , and the desired atom letter (C,

O , N , H , etc.) is typed . If the cursor is

placed near a substructure atom and a

"space" is typed, the substructure atom is

added to the molecule . In this way, only the

desired portion of the substructure need be

incorporated into the molecule.

After all atoms have been approximately

located, bonds are added , either explicitly

or implicitly, by specifying the "add bonds"

or "auto bond" options , respectively. The

implicit bonds are determined by

calculating the interatomic distances as

drawn onthe screen, and bonding all atoms

within 1.6 Angstrom of one another. A

"delete bond" feature allows one to remove

unwanted bonds . The "add bond" feature

allows the bonds to be assigned explicitly

by indicating the atom pairs to be bonded

and depressing a key on the keyboard. The

bonding operations automatically deter

mine the connectivity data.

Exact, "standard " bond lengths and bond

angles are then used to transform the

approximate structure displayed on the

screen into an accurate molecular struc

ture. The bond angles and distances to be

used in the calculation are displayed, and

may be modified if desired . This procedure

is accomplished by specifying "calculate

coordinates " from the menu.

Figure 4 illustrates the "standard" model generated by

CAMSEQ/M . This structure may be saved for later use,

or may be used as an input structure for a conformational

study. The structure may later be used as a substructure

for studying other congeners by modifying its sub

stitutents. For example , phenethylamine may easily be

constructed by removing the alpha-methyl group on the

23 ATOMS
CAMSEQ/ M

HA С Б

C2

H8

| 123

C9

CLU

NH10

H22
H21

FILE 2

$ 12
H1Z

ENTER NAME OF MOLECULE : AMPHETAMINE

H20

47
19

Fig. 4. The "standard " CAMSEQ/ M model .

DONE ADDATOM
CHANGEATOM
SELECTSUB ST
ADD
BOND

DELETE
BOND
AUTOBOND
CALCCOORDS
STOP

REPLOT

CENTER



ethylamine sidechain . The stereochemistry of the

molecule is determined by the input order of the
substitutents.

Several substructures may be connected together to form

more complex molecules . As an example , a polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbon consisting of "standard" bond

lengths and angles may be constructed by connecting

several benzene rings together . The sequence of
operations is as follows .

Step 1.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.

Select the benzene substructure from the

list and place it in position on the screen(as

previously described for the general

graphics model builder example).

Enter the total number of atoms in the

complete structure by using the "add atom "
feature.

28 ATOMS
CAMSEQ M

Attach appropriate substitutents to the

first ring, and assign bonds using either the
"add bond" or "auto bond " menu items.

Next, select another substructure (by

"pointing" to "select substructure" on the

menu) . Using the joystick, "point " to the
"common atoms" of the two structures and

CAMSEQ/M will attach the structures to
one another.

Repeat this sequence of operations (step 3)
until the entire structure is generated . If

desired, all substructures may be connected

initially, and the substitutents added last .

The resultant structure may be saved as
either a substructure or as a molecule for

later use.

In this example it would be more convenient to maintain
the substructure in the substructure file , and to generate
smaller bi- or multi -cyclic ring systems by using portions
of the larger molecule.

Figure 5 is another example of complex model genera
tion; it illustrates the generation of the DDT structure
from two benzene rings and other atoms . The first step
involves the selection of the first benzene ring, the
assignment of 28 total atoms to the molecule, and the

location of the first 18 atoms ( Figure 5a) . The calculation

H 4

EL 6 DC 5

8

3

7

2

VCH ILC12

C 9

H13

H10

C1

ELS CLIY
CLI6

DONE

C18

Fig. 5a . Beginning a complex model generation .

H 1- C 2 : 1.88C 3- H 4 : 1.88C 5 - CL 6 : 1.76C 7- H 8 : 1.98C9- H18 : 1.98C11 C12 : 1.50C12- C18 : 1.50C12- H13 : 1.89C12- C14 : 1.54C14 -CL17 : 1.76C14 -CL15 : 1.76C14 -CL16 : 1.76
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of the "standard" geometry has begun , as indicated bythe

list of bond lengths . Figure 5b illustrates the "uniting" of

two molecular fragments : the 18-atom structure depicted

in the first figure and the second benzene ring substruc

ture (shown in the upper right corner) . The two vectors or

line segments connecting the two substructures define the

common bond linkage (i.e. , C12-C18 and C-X become a

single bond) . The transformation of the two fragments

26 ATOMS
CANCED M

/c 5

H 4

by

2S ATOMS
CAMSEQ M

AB

CENTER

C 3

DCZ

28 ATOMS
CANSEQ /M

Ин в

C3

CZ

C 2

/C9

HA

Ин в

UNITE

Cz

. a

H 1

CUL

H18

Hh

C 2

YC 9

H1B

Fig. 5b. Continuing the generation of a complex molecule , two molecular
fragments are united .

مطير

C 9

into one molecular structure is shown in Figure 5c . The
remaining 10 atoms have been approximately located in
this illustration . The "standard" geometry for the entire

C 2

$115

116

H1B

C18

H26

H28

027

C25

1/C1z
CLIC HI

H26

CL1

co

027

CLIZ

E415

C25

DONE

clo

7012
HIS

DONE

C415

AL24

legs

C19

H20

CL17

Fig. 5c. Completing the transformation of two fragments into one molecular
structure.

structure is illustrated in Figure 5d , and a stereoscopic
view is provided in Figure 5e .

DONE

CL24

1043

BENZENE

C19

PEPTIDE

SELECTFROMFILE

H22

CL17

MORE

H20

ADD
ATOM

CHANGEATOM
SELECTSUB ST

ADD
BOND

DELETE
BOND
AUTOBOND

H22

CALC
COORDS
STOP

REPLOT

CENTER

C19- H28 : 1.08C21- H22 : 1.08C23 -CL24 : 1.76C25- H26 : 1.08C27- H28 : 1.08

ADDATOM

CHANGEATOM
SELECTSUB ST
ADD
BOND

DELETEBOND
AUTOBOND
CALC

COORDS
STOP

REPLOT

CENTER

Fig. 5d . The "standard " geometry for the newly -created molecular structure.



"F

DDT
PRESS USER KEYS 2-8 TO EXAMINE STRUCTURE ; 1 OR 10 WILL CLEAR SCREEN

Fig. 5e. A stereoscopic view of the newly- created structure.

At this stage, the molecular coordinates have been

determined, and the structure has been verified for

accuracy by inspection of the drawings and tables

provided by CAMSEQ/M . The next step sets up the

desired conformational study to be performed . A well

documented procedure has been developed for

CAMSEQ/M to assist the user in this often difficulttask.

The difficulty lies in the large number of available

options; some of these options are alphabetically listed in

Table 1 .

ANGLE:

CLOCK:

CMAPS: Produces iso-energy contour maps

DISTANCE: Lists all interatomic distances in the
molecule

ELECTRO : Selects appropriate electrostatic poten
tial energy function

Determines hydrogen-bonding energies

Generates an energy vs. rotation angle
plot

LISTCOORD : Lists all atomic coordinates

HBOND :

LINPLOT:

Table 1

Lists all bond angles in the molecule

Performs "clockwise" rather than
"counterclockwise " bond rotations

LJPAR: Allows modification of Lennard- Jones ,
nonbonded potential function
parameters

LOCALMIN: Lists all low energy conformers

MINIMIZE: Performs multi - dimensional minimiza
tion

RANDOM : Performs random type scan of confor
mational hyperspace

REFERENCE: Allows user to specify a "standard"
reference conformation

Performs a uniform sequential scan of
conformational hyperspace

SCAN:

THERMO: Lists thermodynamic probabilities

TORSIONAL: Allows user to specify torsional correc
tion functions

Since CAMSEQ/M has been designed to be totally

with thecompatible batch versions of

CAMSEQ, there are additional options that are ap

propriate for the batch version . Since the two versions are

totally compatible , CAMSEQ/M may be used either as a

stand-alone conformational analysis device , or it may be

used as an interactive , conversational off-line input device

for batch CAMSEQ.

The option selection process is simplified by providing

tables of options arranged according to function. A

complete description of each option is also available by

pressing a single key and specifying the option name.

When an option name is selected , CAMSEQ/M prompts

for each input item with a short description.

Figure 6 illustrates such an input sequence for two rep

resentative options , "CMAPS" and "TORSIONAL". As

the example shows, the user need not be familiar with the

internal workings of CAMSEQ/M in order to select the

various options needed to describe the job to be done.

THE AUHILABLE OPTIONS , IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER , ARE :
ANGLE
CLOCKDIFSOLULISTCOORD
MESSAGENEWSOLUNOPIREFPICSKIPDATA
UNITNO

ATOMSIZE
CMAPSDISTANCELUPAR
MINIMIZENEWTORORTEP

CAVITYCONTACTELECTROLOCALMINMODELNOCONF
QUANTUMSCAN
THERMO
VACONLY

RENUMBER
SOLUDATAUTLPIC
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CHARGE
COORDHBONDMAPAXES
MODPICNOHEADING
RANDOMSCREENTIMELEFT
XRAY

BOND > 12
USE INTERNAL FUNCTION ? no
BARRIER 1 > 2.5SHAPING PARAMETER ( sp1 ) > 1
SHAPING PARAMETER < sp2 ) > -1
POWER > 2MULTIPLIER > 1.5PHASE ANGLE 18

CHKBLDEBUGLINPLOTMAPPARAM
NEHDELNOMODELREFERENCE
SELECTTORSIONALZMATRIX

ENTER OPTION NAME ( OR COMMAND BY PRESSING USER KEY " 1 ") : torsional

ENTER TYPE OF FUNCTION ( STANDARD , 2 - D , DISCRETE , 2 - D AND STANDARD ) :
: standard.
FUNCTION : Etor Barrier1t ( spl + sp2 * cos (Multi Bond + phasel ) ↑ Power ) +

Barrier 2 * ( 1 - cos (Mult2 *Bond + phase2 ) >

CIS/ TRANS BARRIER ( BARRIER 2 ) 7 8
CIS/ TRANS MULTIPLIER (MULT 2 ) > e
CIS TRANS PHASE ANGLE ( PHASE 2 ) > 8
ENTER OPTION NAME ( OR COMMAND BY PRESSING USER KEY # 1 ) :
NORMAL MAPS ( N ) OR SOLUENT EFFECT ONLY MAPS ( S ) 7 n
SOND 1 ( PLOTTED ON HORIZONTAL AXIS ) : 11
BOND 2 ( PLOTTED ON VERTICAL AXIS : 14
NORMAL RANGE 8 TO 360 DEGREES ? yes
LEUEL LINES DESIRED : 1 2 5 18
LEVEL LINE LABELING : yes

ENTER OPTION NAME ( OR COMMAND BY PRESSING USER KEY " 1 " ) :

смара

Fig. 6. "Torsional " and " C MAPS "options have been chosen to demonstrate

CAMSEQ/M's interactive prompts.

In the Figure 6 example, all necessary information is

provided to enable the option to be used effectively. Thus ,

the form of the torsional barrier function is shown,

indicating the various parameters involved . The "shaping

parameters" are shown to be terms used to describe such

functions as "cos" as " + 1 * cos ", or "sin" as "1-1 * cos 2 ",

etc. Note that only those options that are required to

specify parameters or control the conformational search

must be specified in advance . Other options , such as those

that affect the ultimate data analysis , may be specified

after the conformational search is completed . Of course,

if CAMSEQ/M is used as a data preparation device for

batch CAMSEQ, these options must all be specified.

However, even data sets produced by the batch

CAMSEQ versions be analyzed usingmay

CAMSEQ/M .

Specifying the options in this manner allows the rapid

description of the conformational analysis task. If

desired, the user is prompted for additional options at the

appropriate point in the program. For example, prior to

setting up the bond rotation data, the user is asked if he

wishes to describe a reference conformation . If

"REFERENCE" was specified previously, the user will be

prompted for the appropriate information at this time

without the query . In this manner, even if one forgets to

select an option in advance , CAMSEQ/M provides a

reminder that the option is available . If using

CAMSEQ/M as a stand-alone system , it is not even

necessary to specify the "select options" feature depicted

on the menu in Figure 1. One need merely press the key

labeled "perform conformational search", and the system

will request the appropriate options.

The 4051 has been used for conformational analysis at



Purdue's Dept. of Medicinal Chemistry and Phar

macognosy in the School of Pharmacy and Pharmacal
Sciences since the introduction of the TEKTRONIX

Graphic Computing Systems . Its easy use and high

resolution graphics capabilities are a valuable asset,

especially in an area where the graphic views of a molecule

are a great aid to the chemist user.

Current efforts in the CAMSEQ/M system development
include interfacing a low-cost microcomputer to the 4051;
the microcomputer would then handle the actual confor

mational search and energy calculations . This would free
the 4051 for other computing tasks , including set-up of

*Editor's Note

Programming Tip Exchange

Continues

Have you found a small piece of programming informa
tion in the course of your work that you think others
might find useful as well? We'd like to hear about it , and

publish it for others as a Programming Tip or a Basic Bit .
Send it in to the Applications Library . Any one of the
following Applications Library Programs will be yours
when it's published . Simply jot down a brief description
of its function, the code , and your choice of program.
Mail the information to the Applications Library address
serving you; the addresses can be found at the back of
each issue.

Have you ever had a set of evenly spaced data values and
wanted to :

• Determine the frequency and amplitude of the cyclic
components ; or

Highlight the cyclic content of the data and at the same

time suppress most of the random ups and downs ; or

• Measure the degree of association between that set and
another data set even though one may lead or follow
the other , and also determine the number of points of
lead or lag that maximizes the amount of association;
or

• Apply discrete time or digital filtering to the set?

If you have answered "yes" to any of the above, you may
find the newest 4050 Series ROM Pack will solve your
problem more simply and more quickly than you.
imagined.

The newest product , the Signal Processing ROM Pack #2
(FFT), is actually a pair . One, 4051R08 , is compatible

additional molecules for conformational study. In con

cept, banks of such low-cost microcomputers could be

linked to a single 4050 Series Graphic Computing System,

providing an even more efficient conformational analysis
system .

New ROM Pack Enhances Data Analysis Capabilities of

4050 Series

by Dave Barnard and Cliff Morgan
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New Catalogs are Available

By now you should have received your new 4050 Series
Applications Library Catalog, which includes 40 new

program additions . If you haven't received yours , or if
you'd like additional copies , just drop a line to the
Applications Library office serving you. They're free for
the asking.

with the 4051. The other , 4052R08 , is compatible with the
4052 and 4054.

The new ROM Pack lets you:

• Perform the Fourier Transform of an array of data
containing from 16 to 1024 points.

• Calculate the autocorrelation of a data array of 8 to
512 points.

• Perform cross-correlation of two sets of data each

containing from 8 to 512 points each (for every
position of one relative to the other).

• Calculate the convolution of two sets of data points.
One setrepresents the digital filter or any other discrete
time system , the other set is a set of data to be
processed.

Signal Processing ROM Pack #2 (FFT) begins where
Signal Processing ROM Pack # 1 left off . Its eight new
commands include FFT, IFT , Convolution , Correlation
plus four others for converting data to alternate formats
or for pre-processing the data for easier display and
analysis.



Ifyou already use any of the functions mentioned you will

find them easier than ever to use in their ROM Pack form.

Each of them may be executed directly from the Graphic

System keyboard or from a 4050 BASIC Program .

As with other ROM Packs, adding the new functions by

plugging the new ROM Pack into one of the slots

provided, consumes no read write memory. All ofthe new

functions are performed with just one statement per

function. The FFT command , for example , can reduce a

typical FFT program in 4050 BASIC (50 lines or more

long) to a single statement ; a memory saving.

With more space freed for data and analysis programs

you would probably like to set your sight higher toward

newer and tougher problems . If you were just thinking it

would help ifthe ROM Packs were faster than their 4050

BASIC equivalents, you're right . We really did it this

time!

FFTs in a Flash

Their speed and speed range is astounding. Installed in a

4051, the 4051R08 increases the speed of Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) operations by a factor of 7 over an

equivalent 4050 BASIC program . On the 4051 , FFT and

related operations are slightly faster than a 4052 running

equivalent BASIC programs. The already-fast 4052 and

4054 experience even greater enhancements of FFT

calculation speeds due to their bit-slice architecture and

micro-coded floating point operations. FFT or IFT

transformation in a 4052 or 4054 equipped with a

4052R08 jumps to 22 times the speed of equivalent 4050

BASIC programs running on either system. And, when

comparing the 4052/4052R08 system to a 4051 using the

fastest FFT algorithm we could find in BASIC, the factor

takes a quantum leap : over 100 to 1 !

Table 1 illustrates speed increases when processing

random arrays of data employing the new ROM Pack #2

FFT and IFT functions .

Table 1. Fourier Transform Computation Time

Function

512 points

1024 points

512 points

1024 points

FFT

IFT

4051 In
BASIC

205

446

207

446

Computation Time In Seconds

4051 + 4052 In 4052 +

4051R08 BASIC 4052R08

26 40 2

65

27

64

88

42

90

4

2

4

The 4050 BASIC FFT algorithm is extremely fast: it

contains no sine or cosine calculations, but rather uses a

stored table ofsine values only. Most of the FFT, or IFT,

calculation times were devoted to indexing through

various arrays and subroutines of the veryfast algorithm.

Because ofthis, thefactor ofonly approximately5forthe

4052 versus the 4051 resulted.

Repertoire of Waveform Analysis Functions

The advanced signal processing and data analysis com

mands are:
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"FFT" ( Fast Fourier Transform) -transforms a one

dimensional array into frequency domain data con

sisting of an interleaved array of its cosine ( real) and

sine (imaginary) spectral components.

"IFT" (Inverse Fourier Transform)-converts an array

of interleaved frequency components (spectral) into its

equivalent time series.

"UNLEAV"(un-interleave) separates the interleaved

complex results of the "FFT" command into two

separate arrays to simplify display or manipulation of

frequency data.

"INLEAV" (Interleave)-prepares real ( cosine) and

imaginary (sine) spectra contained in separate arrays

into a format compatible with the "IFT" function.

"POLAR" (Rectangular to Polar)-converts and

separates the intermixed complex output of the "FFT"

command into separate arrays containing magnitude

(distance) and phase (bearing) data.

"TAPER" (Programmable Cosine Window)

multiplies any chosen one-dimensional array by a

cosine window whose tapering width is program

mable. When the width is selected to be 0.5 (50%), the

well known Hanning Window results.

"CORR" (Correlation) performs the cross

correlation of two data arrays . If an array is cross

correlated with itself , the autocorrelation is obtained.

"CONVL" (Convolution)-forms the convolution

series from two arrays of data. This is the discrete time

(sampled data) analogue of the convolution integral.

Some Working Environments

An engineer might easily put the new ROM pack's

capabilities to work analyzing signals or waveforms for

laser fusion studies , component testing, power supply

design, or audio-through-radio frequency design and

analysis. Source signals might be captured by a Digital

Processing Oscilloscope, a 7912AD or other digitizers

including GPIB-compatible multimeters.

Potential uses include a chemist's analysis of strip chart

data in the areas of biomedical and chemical data

analysis. Or general time series analysis , for autocorrela

tion or cross-correlation of financial, business, or other

data. (It will be particularly useful in this area, since the

autocorrelation is more revealing than the single coef

ficient of correlation statistic provided by most statistics

packages.) And, in the area of general linear system

modeling, the ROM Pack can be used for discrete time

(sampled) systems using convolution of the model (time

series) by the input in economics, operations research,

physics, and engineering.

An FFT Application

Since the FFT transforms a signal from the time domain



to the frequency domain , use this routine to study the

frequency spectrum of a signal. For example, in harmonic

distortion analysis , you compute the FFT of the signal,

then derive the magnitude spectrum via the POLAR

routine. Next, the amplitude of each harmonic is deter
mined and the total harmonic distortion (THD) is

computed . Measurement of total harmonic distortion is a

common measurement in amplifiers and sound systems.

An IFT Application

The IFT command does the inverse operation of the FFT

command. That is , it transforms a signal from the
frequency domain to the time domain . When used in

conjunction with the FFT command , IFT can be used to

perform very selective digital filtering on a waveform

sample . As an example, suppose that the magnitude

spectrum of a signal has been obtained and that you wish
to attenuate all harmonics of a signal to a certain specified
level. This could be done by selectively multiplying all
harmonics by a certain value . Following this procedure,
you could then convert the signal back to the time domain

by computing the IFT of the resulting spectrum .

A CORR Application

In a practical sense , correlation can be thought of as
successively shifting (by some horizontal increment),
multiplying, and integrating the two signals to be
correlated . From a mathematical standpoint , correlation
is achieved by computing the FFT of each signal to be
correlated, then performing a complex conjugate mul
tiplication on these FFTs , and finally taking the IFT of
the resulting product . When the two signals being
correlated are the same , the process is referred to as
autocorrelation ; when they are different , it is called cross
correlation.

A common application for autocorrelation is detecting
the presence of signals buried in noise . When a noisy
signal is autocorrelated , the result appears as a periodic
waveform modulated with a triangular envelope . This
technique of signal detection is used in biomedical

studies , astronomy, tone control systems , and numerous
other applications .

Cross-correlation is commonly applied in the detection
and ranging of radar, sonar, and other pulsed waveforms,
whereby the transmitted and received signals are cross
correlated to determine the delay (and hence distance) to
a target . Cross-correlation is also useful in certain

business applications for determining the association
between sets of data ( such as sales and pricing) .

A CONVL Application

Like correlation , convolution can be thought of as

successively shifting, multiplying, and integratingthe two
arrays (waveforms) to be convolved . However, in the case
of convolution, one of the waveforms is reversed in time
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before performing the shifting-multiplication-integration

process . Mathematically, convolution is performed by

computing the FFT of each signal to be convolved,

multiplying these two FFTs, and then computing the IFT

of the resulting product.

A common engineering application for convolution is

determining the output of a linear, time invariant system
(such as a passive filter or network) . Given the input
signal , x(t) , and the impulse response , h(t) , the output y(t)

can be predicted simply by convolving x(t) with h(t).

Getting Started

The SPS ROM Pack #2 command formats are shown in

Figure 1 .

Fig. 1. Signal Processing ROM Pack #2 (FFT) Command Formats.

The variable legend is shown below:

a Vector array input /output
b , c lector array inputs (Overwritten )
d , e Vector array inputs
X , Y Vector array outputs
V Phase delay (Optional )

Taper fraction ( .5 is 50% width
tapering for the Hanning window )

CALL " FFT " , a
CALL " IFT " .a
CALL "POLAR " .d . % . YE.V]
CALL " CONUL " , b.c.x
CALL " CORR " .b.c.X

CALL " TAPER " .a[ .p ]
CALL " INLEAU " , d , e , X

CALL "UNLEAU " , d , X , Y

P

The program contained in Figures 2 and 3 computes and
displays the FFT of an array of data.

LIS100 , 195
100 N2 = N /2+1
118 DIM X ( N ) , A ( N2 ) , B ( N2 )120 GOSUB 200
130 INPUT Z$
148 CALL " FFT " , X

430 NEXT I
440 RETURN

150 CALL " UNLEAU " , X , A.B160 GOSUB 300
170 INPUT 2#
180 CALL " POLAR " , X , A , B
190 GOSUB 300
195 END

Fig. 2. FFT Main Program .

LIS200 , 600
200 REM DRAW THE N POINTS OF DATA IN FUNCTION FORM210 CALL " MAX " , X , Y2 , I
220 CALL "MIN " , X , Y1 , I
230 WINDOW 1 , N , Y1.Y2
240 PAGE
250 VIEWPORT 10,110,10.100
260 CALL "DISP " , X
279 RETURN
300 REM THE UPPER GRAPH IS OF ACI ) , THE LOWER IS B ( I)305 PAGE
310 CALL "MAX " , A , A2 , I
328 CALL "MIN " , A , A1 , I
330 WINDOW 1 , N2 , A1 MIN , A2 MAX348 VIEWPORT 10,110,50 , 90
350 FOR I = 1 TO N2
368 MOUE 1,0
370 DRAW I , A ( I )
380 NEXT I
390 VIEWPORT 10 , 110 , 10,45400 FOR I = 1 TO N2
410 MOUE 1,0
420 DRAW I , B ( I )

Fig. 3. Graphic Subroutines.



Lines 100 through 120 perform dimensioning and

housekeeping.* The subroutine at line 200 graphs the

waveform (Fig. 4.)

Fig. 4. A waveform to be transformed- 256 points . This waveform was

retrieved from a tape file and stored in array X.

Notice the calls to Signal Processing ROM Pack #1 in this

graphic subroutine which extensively reduces theamount

of coding and execution time.

Line 150 invokes the FFT . Line 160 separates the

complex results (in array X) into separate real (A)

imaginary (B) arrays . The subroutine at line 400 graphs

the results in spectral form, shown in Figure 5.

A few more lines provide and graph the results in

magnitude and phase (Polar) form as shown in Figure 6.

Since the original waveform was a sine wave amplitude

modulated by a sine function , the results are simple to

interpret, and agree with the expected result. As an

ticipated, the frequencies consist of the center frequency

(carrier) and sidebands resulting from the modulation.

process.

*Whenever FFT, IFT, convolution or correlation are used , array sizes

must be a power of two , in keeping with the Sande- Tukey (decimation in

frequency) algorithm the ROM Pack uses.

Fig. 5. Real (top ) and Imaginary Transform Data for Figure 4.

4907 File Manager Operator's Pocket Reference

A handy, slim 20-page pocket-sized guide provides basic

Fig. 6. Magnitude (top ) and Phase Data- Figure 4 Transformed.

Although this example is a very simple one , it shows the

simplicity of using the commands of the ROM Pack.

Subsequent articles will illustrate the uses of other

commands.

The transformation time for the waveform , including

separation of results into separate arrays , took 12 seconds

with a 4051 and 4051R08.

If you would like to get started using a 4051R08 (for the

4051) or 4052R08 (for the 4052 or 4054) Signal Processing

ROM Pack #2 (FFT) , contact your nearest Tektronix

representative.D

Manuals and Reference Cards Updated

4907 File Manager Operator's

The 4907 File Manager Operator's manual has been

updated and arranged into a new easy-to-read format. It

has been expanded to cover the operation of the File

Manager with all of the 4050 Series . * A clear, concise

General Operation section takes the user from hardware

hookup through formatting a disc, through creatinga file

on that disc, to putting something into the file. It does it

without overwhelming the user with details . "How To

Write A File Identifier" is another section that has been

simplified . The section on Command Descriptions has

been revised into alphabetical order by command name

rather than command function . More complete examples

have been included . The part number for this February,

1979, version is 070-2380-01 and it's available through

your local Tektronix Sales Engineer .
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File Manager information and commands at your finger

tips. It's also available through your Tektronix Sales

Engineer under part number 070-2381-01.

4050 Series Basic Reference Guide

Another pocket- size guide gives you instant access to

BASIC keywords and commands for all of the 4050

Series . Included within this little booklet also are GPIB

addresses, the ASCII code chart, PRINT format

operators and other operational information. Your Sales

Engineer can order it for you under part number 070

2142-01 .

*The main difference in operating the 4907 File Manager with the

4052/4054 units is the ROM Pack. Although it looks like the 4051 File

Manager ROM Pack, the 4052/4054 ROM Pack is not interchangeable

with the 4051. When a File Manager is ordered or upgraded for use with

the 4052/4054 units , Option 40 must be specified , which will provide the

proper ROM Pack for your 4907.



Programming

Tips

Early Detection of Tape Wear with

4924 Tape Drive

by Jack Callahan

Honeywell Electro-Optics Center

Lexington, MA

The 4924 Tape Drive READ ERRORS command has
helped us reduce the loss of data caused by tape wear.
Appendix B of the 4924 Service Manual (070-2131-00)
describes this command .

Each time the 4924 reads a physical record from the tape ,
it computes a "checksum" from the first 256 bytes of the

record and compares this checksum with the final
"checksum byte" . If they do not agree , a "read error " has
been detected ; the 4924 reverses the tape and tries again to
read the record . The 4924 keeps track of these reads
following checksum failures , but the user is only aware of

them when a program aborts following 10 unsuccessful
reads.

When the READ ERRORS command

INPUT @D ,24 : E (D =device#)

is sent from the 4051 to the 4924 , the 4924 replies with a
count of reads following checksum failures that have
occurred since power-on or since the last interrogation.
Thus, by introducing the following statements at the end
of file read routines from the 4924 , checksum failures that

indicate possible tape wear can be determined before they
reach the fatal 10 .

1088 INPUT @D , 24: E
1010 IF E-9 THEN 1848
1820 PRINT E Re -reads were necessary to recover this file "1838 PRINT " Tape replacement may be necessary "1040 REM Continuation of program

String Sort

by J. J. Brown

Boart Hardmetals ( Europe) Ltd.
Shannon Airport, Co. Clare, Ireland

This sorting routine alphabetizes words or character
strings that are input in any sequence . The sorted list may
be displayed on the screen , or it may be sent to the printer
through User Definable Keys 6 and 7. User Definable
Keys 8 and 9 repeat the sorted list . The number of memory
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bytes required is equal to the length of the longest word.

(or string) multiplied by the number of words (or strings),

plus 1700 bytes for the routine.

1 PAGE
24 T 32
25 GO TO 100
28 T=41
29 GO TO 180
32 T-32
33 GO TO 550
36 T-41
37 GO TO 488
100 PRINT " WORD OR CHARACTER STRING SORTING "118 PRINT "
120 PRINT " JENTER THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN THE LONGEST HORD/STRING"130 INPUT L
140 PRINT " ENTER THE NUMBER OF WORDS /STRINGS TO BE SORTED"158 INPUT N
168 M =L*N
170 DELETE A$
188 REM "AS DIMENSIONED TO SUIT NO OF WORDS AND MAX HORD LENGTH "198 DIM A $ (M )
208 A$=**
218 PRINT " ENTER WORDS STRINGS"220 FOR I = 1 TO N
238 GO TO 260
248 PRINT WORD STRING IS LONGER THAN ORIGINALLY STATED"250 PRINT " RE - ENTER OR RERUN "
268 PRINT I ; " " ;
278 INPUT B$
280 IF LEN < B >> L THEN 240
290 IF LEN <B > = L THEN 320
308 B$ B $& " "
318 GO TO 290
328 A$ A$&B $
330 NEXT I
340 S=
350 M1 -M -L
368 FOR I- 1 TO M1 STEP L
378 12 1 +L
388 CS SEG ( A#, I , L )
390 DS SEG ( A # , 12 , L )
400 IF CS< = D # THEN 450
418 2 SEG ( A $ , I , L >
420 A$-REP ( D $ , I , L >438 AS REP (2# , 12 , L )
440 S= 1
458 NEXT I
460 IF S 1 THEN 340
478 IF T-32 THEN 550
488 PRINT @T : "J"
490 FOR I- 1 TO M STEP L
588 ES-SEG ( AS , I , L )518 PRINT @T : E $ , " J "
520 NEXT I
530 GO TO 600
540 REM ----- PRINT SORTED LIST ON SCREEN550 PAGE
560 FOR I = 1 TO M STEP L
578 E# SEG (A$ , I , L >580 PRINT E#
590 NEXT I
600 END

Listing a Program Over the RS-232-C

by Wayne Miller

Missouri Center for Health Statistics

Jefferson City, MO

When you list a program in 4051 memory to a printer
using the Option 10 Printer Interface , i.e. , LIS @41 :, the

interface automatically intercepts control characters
within strings or REM statements and converts them to

their alphabetic equivalents , backspaces the printer, and
prints the underlines . When the printer buffer fills, the
Option 10 halts transmission until more room is available .

However, if you list a program to the printer using the
RS-232- C (Option 1 ) , i.e. , LIS @ 40 :, the printer executes
any control characters , regardless of their placement.
Also, the RS-232-C Interface is unaware of when the

printer buffer is filled and may overwrite it . The following
routine provides a quick way to overcome these
limitations when transmitting directly to a printer over
the RS-232-C Interface.

The prograni to be listed must be in ASCII format (here
it's on the 4907 disc ) which this routine brings into 4051



memory one line at a time . Lines 4150 through 4180 first

check for a literal string or REM statement since control

characters to be printed will only be found in one ofthese.

Next, rather than testing each string or REM segment

against a list of control characters , it simply looks for an

ASCII value greater than 31. If the segment is a control

character (ASCII value 31 or less ) , statement 4230

converts it to an "up arrow". If not, it passes to the next

character. A timed delay, included at statements 4260

4270, ensures room in the printer buffer before the next

statement is transmitted .

4000 PRINT "Enter the File Name to be Printed "
4010 INPUT F $
4020 PRINT " Enter the device : 40 - PRINTER , 32- CRT "
4838 INPUT D
4040 CLOSE
4050 CALL " MOUNT " , , A$
4860 UNIT O
4070 X=
4080 OPEN F $ 11 , " R " , M$
4898 ON EOF ( 1 ) THEN 4270
4108 US CHR (31 )
4118 INPUT # 1 : X #
4128 X -POS ( X $ , " ** " , 6 )
4130 IF X > THEN 4160
4140 X-POS < x # , " REM " , 3 )
4158 IF X= THEN 4220
4160 X1 LEN (X$)
4170 FOR I =X TO X1
4188 AS SEG ( X # , I , 1 >
4198 IF A $ >US THEN 4210
4200 X$ REP < " 1 " , I , 1 )
4218 NEXT I
4228 PRINT @D : X #
4230 FOR 1-1 TO LENCX* > *8.7
4240 NEXT I
4250 STOP
4268 GO TO 4118
4270 CLOSE
4280 END

Editor's Note: The PLOT 50 4050A08 Utility Programs package

contains a program which emulates the Option 10 Interface, as well as

providing a formatted listing.

Don't Abort SAVE To Disc

by John Carter

Tektronix , Inc.

Santa Clara Annex

Did you ever want to abort a SAVE to the 4907 disc,

especially when it's a long one? Well , don't ! The only safe

wayto terminate a SAVE is to let it happen naturally. Any

attempt to abort a SAVE by pressing the 4051 BREAK

key or by opening the 4907 disc drive door may interrupt a

write to the directory and leave the directory chain

broken. And you can't MOUNT a disc if the directory is

damaged.

4051 Data Entry Routine

by Raymond DeMers

Tektronix, Inc.

Rochester, NY

This sample program demonstrates how a Data Entry

routine may be programmed on the 4051. This approach

uses the POINTER command to permit the asterisk key

to emulate the ENTER key found to the right ofmany 10

key pads. It overcomes the need to use the 4051 RETURN

key which is awkward for trained key operators.

The POINTER command in statement 200 returns the X

and Y location of the arrow on the screen, as well as the

character entered in Z$ . Here , only Z$ is used . Statement

210 tests the ASCII value of Z$ to restrict entries to

numbers and necessary control characters. An array is

developed as the data is entered; after the last entry, the

routine displays the data.
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100 INIT
110 DELETE A, B128 DIM AC100 )
130 N$= "148 S- 1
150 E-
168 PRINT "LJI
170 PRINT
180 PRINT190 REM
200 POINTER X , Y , 2#
218 IF ASC ( 2S ) < 42 OR ASC ( 28 >>57 THEN 200
228 GO TO ASC ( Z $) - 41 OF 510,200 , 200 , 310,410 , 570
238 GO TO 400380 REM
310 S - 1320 GO360 De400 REM200 NE!418 NS NS &ZS488 TO 200420 GO268500 REM
518

TO 200

E= E+ 1

**** 4051 DATA ENTRY PROGRAM *****
1. KEY IN SIGN ( DEFAULT ) THEN VALUE AND TO ENTER . "
2. AFTER LAST * USE TO END AND DISPLAY ARRAY. "

ASK FOR DATA ENTRY FROM SELECTED KEYS

34S-1

SET SIGN FOR NEGATIVE VALUE ( ADE 45)

INPUT IS NUMERIC

520 ACE> -VAL ( N $ > * S
330530548 HS **
550 PRINT GR
560 GO TO 200
578 DIN BCE)
588 FOR K-1 TO E
598 B(K)-A(K)

DATA ITEM COMPLETE

600 NEXT K
618 PRINT G
628 PRINT "L " E " ENTRIES ARE: "
630 PRINT B
640 END

Withthe ENTER key problem solved , the excellent string

and array handling capabilities of the 4051 permit you to

develop a Data Entry System which could include such

features as:

• Range Checking

Check-digit Calculations

• Zero-fill

• Justification

• Verification

Must-fill Field Checking

Testing for Alpha or Numeric

Coordinate Transformation

by Stan Jensen and Ed Yotter

California Air Resources Board

Sacramento, CA

The Air Resources Board (ARB) in cooperation with the

Department of Transportation (CALTRANS) develops

and operates computer models of air pollutant emissions

from motor vehicles. Part of the input data for these

models is the geographic description of traffic analysis

zones (TAZs), which are analogous to census tracts.

The task of the Air Resources Board's Planning Division

staff is to digitize the boundaries of the zones, which have

been drafted on USGS 72' maps , and record the

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates . The

UTM coordinate system was selected because it is a



rectangular Cartesian system which uses metric units , and

because it is also used in other ARB projects . The 7½'

map series was selected for its statewide coverage,

convenient scale ( 1 : 24000) and the UTM reference ("tick")

marks on the map edges .

The design of the coordinate transformation procedure

had three major requirements . Since several hundred

maps were to be digitized , the transformation control

points had to be standard features on each map sheet;

they could not require manual drafting or visual inter

polation . Secondly, since the Tektronix digitizing system

used a 4956 Graphics Tablet (20 " X 20" surface), and ,
since the maps are about 19" X 23 ", the control points

must lie on the tablet regardless of the map's orientation

or positioning. Finally , the transformation equation
should include terms for rotation , scaling and translation,

should be accurate , and should still manage to transform

coordinates quickly.

The program listing and sample run show how all ofthese

requirements have been met . The map is positioned on the

graphic tablet so the left edge and right edge tick marks

for any Y value (3767000 in the example) are simul

taneously on the tablet . The map is then shifted up or
down until the top or bottom edge is also on the tablet.

The program is RUN, the operator digitizes the left tick

mark (point # 1) , the right tickmark ( point #2) and the top
or bottom tick mark (point #3) . The UTM X coordinate

for point #3 and the UTM Y coordinate for points # 1 and
#2 are then input to the Graphic System . The program
determines the equations for two lines parallel to the
UTM axes and passing through the three control points,

solves the equations simultaneously to determine the

digitizer coordinates X (4) , Y(4) of an interior point and

uses this point with the known map scale ( 1 :24000) to
calculate the coefficients of the transformation equation.

This transformation procedure is easy and quick to use,
accurate to within one digitizer unit anywhere on the
tablet and will transform points at a rate of about 12

points per second.

108 REM DIGI /TRANSFORM 11 - APR- 79118 INIT
120 DIM X( 4 ) , Y( 4)
130 G=8
140 PRINT " LDigitize point # 1 , 2 and 3"150 FOR P =1 TO 3
160 INPUT @G : X ( P ) , Y ( P ) , 2$170 PRINT "G " ;
180 NEXT P
198 PRINT " Enter ( in UTM Meters ) the X - coordinate of point # 3 "200 PRINT " and the Y - coordinate of point # 1 and # 2 "210 INPUT U1 , U1
220 M1 = (Y ( 2 ) -Y ( 1 > ) / ( X( 2 ) -X( 1 ) )
230 B1 =Y ( 1 )> -X ( 1 > *M1
240 M2=- ( 1 /M1 )
250 B2=Y( 3) -X ( 3 ) *M2
260 X ( 4 ) = (B2 - B1 ) / ( M1 - M2 )
278 Y ( 4 ) M1 *X ( 4 ) +B1
280 H1 SQR( ( X ( 2 ) -X ( 1 ) > 12+ ( Y ( 2 ) -Y( 1 ) ) ^2 )290 C1 = (X ( 2 ) -X ( 1 > ) /H1
300 $ 1= ( Y( 2 ) -Y ( 1 > ) /H1
310 S= 24000 / ( 200 * 39.37 )
320 A- S*C1
330 B=S*S1
340 C U1 - A * X ( 4 ) -B *Y (4)
350 D- V1 -A*Y ( 4 ) +B*X (4)
368 PRINT " _A= " ; A , " _B = " ; B , " _C = " ; C , " _D = " ; D
370 PRINT " Digitize points to be transformed.J"388 INPUT @G : X1 , Y1 , 2$
390 PRINT "GDigitizer coordinates : " ; X1 ; " , " ; Y1 ; " I " ;400 U1 = A *X1 +B* Y1 +C
418 V1 - A#Y1 -B*X1 +D
428 PRINT " UTM coordinates : " ; INT (U1 +0.5 ) ; " , " ; INT (U1 +0.5 )438 GO TO 388
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100 REM DIGI/TRANSFORM 11 - APR -79 by Stan Jensen CARB
118 REM Following REMarks keyed to program listing wherever possible .120 REM Vectors for digitizer coordinates

GPIB address for 4956 digitizer (28 " x 20">
Control points :

130 REM
140 REM
150 REM
168 REM # 1 any UTM tick mark on left map edge

# 2 : tick mark on right edge with same UTM Y as # 1
# 3 any UTM tick mark on top or bottom edge
Line # 170 signals operator
The three control points provide one UTM X and Y :
# 3 provides the UTM X
# 1 and # 2 provide the UTM Y

170 REM
180 REM
190 REM
200 REM
210 REM
220 REM
230 REM
240 REM
250 REM
268 REM
270 REM
280 REM
290 REM
300 REM Sine of rotation from digitizer to UTM
318 REM * "SCALE " converts digitizer units to UTM meters @ 1 : 24088320 REM A- term ( rotation /scaling)

B- term ( rotation / scaling )330 REM
340 REM
350 REM
360 REM
370 REM
388 REM
398 REM
488 REM
418 REM
420 REM
430 REM

Slope of the line between points 1 and 2
Y- intercept of Line 1-2
Slope of a line ( "Line 3-4 " ) perpendicular to Line 1-2
Y- intercept of Line 3-4
Digitizer coordinates of the point ( "# 4 " > with the
UTM coordinates entered for the three control points
Hypotenuse of a right - triangle between points 1 and 2
Cosine of rotation from digitizer to UTM

C- term ( rotation/scaling / translation )
D- term ( rotation / scaling / translation )
Display coefficients of digitizer - to -UTM transformation
Start of endless loop to transform points
Digitize a point
Signal input and display digitizer units
Transform digitizer X and Y to UTM X
Transform digitizer X and Y to UTM Y
Display UTM meters ( accuracy = -3 meters @ 1 : 24088)
Repeat ad nauseum

Digitize point # 1 , 2 and 3
Enter ( in UTM meters ) the X -coordinate of point # 3
and the Y-coordinate of point # 1 and # 2
469000 , 3767000
A=2.92019383149
B=-0.873389459432
C=467088.684211
D=3757562.59424

Digitize points to be transformed.
Digitizer coordinates : 357,3124
Digitizer coordinates : 3968,2045
Digitizer coordinates : 1020 , 1221

COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION
Control Point Locations

# 1

# 3

UTM coordinates : 465483,3766997
UTM coordinates : 476898,3767888
UTM coordinates : 469001,3762019

# 4 # 2

4956 digitizer

USGS 7 1/2 ' map



4050 Series Applications Library Program Abstracts

Order

Documentation and program listings of each program are

availablefor a nominal charge. Programs will be put on tapefor a

small recording fee per program plus the charge for the tape

cartridge. One tape will hold several programs. (The program
material contained herein is supplied without warranty or

representation of any kind. Tektronix, Inc. assumes no repon

sibility and shall have no liability, consequential or otherwise, of

anykind arisingfrom the use ofthis program material or anypart

thereof.)

Domestic U.S. Prices:

Documentation and listings

Recording Fee

Tape Cartridge

ABSTRACT NUMBER: 51/00-5901/

Spherical Polygon Area On EarthTitle:

Author: A. Jon Kimerling

Oregon State University

Corvallis , OR

Memory Requirement : 16K

Peripherals: Optional-4631 Hard Copy Unit

Statements: 105

The program calculates areas of spherical polygons in sq.

km. (i.e. , State of Oregon) from latitude/longitude values

along their perimeter . Latitude/ longitude values are

consecutively entered from tape or the keyboard . The

coordinate method of area calculation used is based on

adding or subtracting spherical triangles , with 90°N a

common vertex for all triangles . Napier's Rules are

employed to find values of angles in each spherical

triangle, values that are used to compute spherical excess

and then triangle area. These areas are then either added

or subtracted from the cumulative area for the polygon.

depending on the difference in longitude between the two

points which, with 90°N, form each spherical triangle.

SPHERICAL POLYGON AREA PROGRAM
ARE LAT./LONG . VALUES ENTERED FROM
TAPE CASETTE OR THE KEYBOARD ? <T OR K >

$20 per program
5 per program

30 per tape

ENTER LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF BOUNDING POINTS
USE -LAT FOR S. LAT . , AND LONG FOR W.LONG
CONVERT DEG . , MIN . , SEC . TO DECIMAL DEGREES
ENTER 999,999 WHEN THROUGH

ENTER PT . # 1 89,089 8CORRECT? ( Y OR N ) YENTER PT . 2 89 , 189 1CORRECT? (Y OR N > Y
ENTER PT . 3 98,198 1CORRECT?( Y OR N ) Y
ENTER PT . # 4 98,998 8CORRECT? < Y OR N ) YENTER PT.5 999,999999 999
CORRECT?< Y OR N ) Y

TOTAL PTS . = 4
AREA = 107.413952105 SQ.KM.
CALCULATE ANOTHER AREA ? ( Y OR NO N
GOOD BYE
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Contribute

Contribute one program to the Library and receive three in

exchange. Send in the membership card from your 4050 Series

Graphic System Reference Manual to get the details . Or call us

(503) 682-3411, ext. 2618.

Forms

Please use the Applications Library Order Form. Order forms

are included in the Membership Packet and are available from

your local Tektronix Sales Engineer.

Outside U.S.

Program contributions or orders outside the U.S. must be

processed through the local Tektronix sales office or sent to one

of the Libraries serving your area . See Library Addresses section.

Title:

Author:

Memory Requirement: 24K

TEKNIQUES

Captain S. K. Sanford

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD

Peripherals: (2) 4924 Digital Cartridge Tape Drives

Optional- 4631 Hard Copy Unit

-4641 Printer

Statements : 800

The program prompts for documentation fields shown on

the standard Tektronix documentation form , stores

variable data, produces 4631 Hard Copy or 4641 Printer

copy. The document may be updated or displayed at a

later time from the work tape.

OPTIONS*******

ABSTRACT NUMBER: 51/00-6005/

TEKTRONIX
SELECT KEY

TITLE
TEKNIQUES
ORIGINAL DATEAUGUST 1978

Title:

Author:

*** TEKTPONIX PROGRAM DOCUMENTOR ***

1
2
3
4
5
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IREUISION DATE
1OCTOBER 1978

HUTHOR
S.K. SANFORD , CAPTAIN , USA
ARTERIEL TESTING DIRECTORATE
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND(381-278-4596 )APG , MD 21005****

********************** DOCUMENT ON FILE 1 ON UNIT 2 #
* WORKSPACE ON FILE 1 ON UNIT 3 #****

DIRECTORY
GENERATE NEW DOCUMENT
EDIT OLD DOCUMENT
DISPLAY (CRT ) DOCUMENT
PRINT DOCUMENT

QUIT

11

4051
APPLICATIONS LIBRARY PROGRAM

IHBSTRACT NUMBER

Memory Requirement: 8K

IMEMORY REQUIREMENT124K
IPERIPHERALS1( 2 ) 4924

ABSTRACTDOCUMENT 4851 PROGRAMS IN STANDARD TEKTRONIX FORMAT .

‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒ EN

ILINE PRINTER ( RS - 232)
IDATA COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE
1166

ABSTRACT NUMBER: 51 /00-8028/

Change and List Program Variables

S. Schicktanz

Technical University

Munich, Germany

Peripherals: Optional 4631 Hard Copy Unit

Statements: 147

The program allows listing or changing the names of the



V

variables of an ASCII program from tape . Listing the

program is also available . When changing variable

names, input is tested for validity and correct type ; errors
are indicated by an appropriate message . The changed
program can then be output to the original tape file.

The program can be used either with the menu or the

User-Definable Keys . The user is prompted for necessary
ínput information by use of the POInter-statement . It is

not necessary to terminate input with the RETURN key.

Title:

Author:

LIST OF VARIABLES :

A,A$,B,B $ ,C ,C# ,D , DO , D1 , D2 ,E , E9 ,F , F1 ,G , G1 ,H₁

L, LO ,M , MO ,
N $,

லதா

RO ,

- output new programN - new startU- list variablesP- " programC-change variables
Variable to be changed:Variable to be changed : 6invalid name !: CI New name : C1Variable to be changed : D41 Hew name : F $ : wrong type !Variable to be changed : DSi New name : F $Variable to be changed : NS1 New name : PRinvalid name ! : PsVariable to be changed :

ABSTRACT NUMBER: 51/00-9535/

I New name : KO

Sky Screen

Captain S. K. Sanford

Aberdeen Proving Ground , MD

Memory Requirement : 8K

Peripherals:
Statements: 103

Optional 4631 Hard Copy Unit

The program computes the elevation angle (in mils) for a
number of sky screen devices to provide approximately
maximum internal target window area coverage with no
internal dead spaces.

The aiming angle in mils of each sky screen is displayed, as

well as a drawing of the sky screens ( numbered points ) as

they will acquire the target window (box).

The program is tutorial from tape.

*** SKY SCREEN ELEVATIONS ***
SKY SCREEN ANGLE ( MILS>

1354.35966.38

27

DIAMETER( ft .)

Title: Pipe Flow
Author: H. E. Sherer

0.170.25

Memory Requirement : 16K

Peripherals : 4641 Printer
Statements : 174

The program uses the 'Colebrook' Formulas ofturbulant

pipe flow to solve for ( 1) Head Loss , (2) Flow or, (3) Pipe

Diameter for fluids flowing in pipes . Minor losses may be
taken into account , along with various fluid parameters.

FLUID : Water

VISCOSITY :

AUTOCOPY ? ( Y /N ) : Y
(TYPE 8 TO QUIT )
ENTER NUMBER OF SKY 3CREENS : 2
ENTER WINDOW WIDTH , HEIGHT , AND CENTER ALTITUDE : 300 580 2888
ENTER DISPLACEMENT , ALTITUDE, AND FAN ANGLE FOR

SKY SCREENS FROM CLOSEST TO FARTHEST:

MINOR LOSSES :

FOR SKY SCREEN 1 : 588 @ 108
FOR SKY SCREEN 2 : 1508 180 100

DENSITY: 62.4 ( lbs./cu.ft . )

Title:

Author:

SHEAR

STRESS(
1000p
...)

PIPE : 2 Inch and 3 Inch I.D. Cast Iron ( New )

8

10

9

Mining Services, Inc.

Tuscaloosa, AL 35404

2

EPSILON(ft .)

10

0.0008500.000850

T

ABSTRACT NUMBER: 51 /00-1201/

Statements: 495

*** SKY SCREEN : TARGET WINDOW ACQUISITION ***

3.2 ( K )
1.00 (Centipoise )

Memory Requirement : 32K

Peripherals: 4641 Printer
4662 Plotter

LENGTH(ft .)

590.0590.0

18 16

HEAD LOSS(ft .)

The program uses an iterative search and least squares fit

to solve Mohr's envelope . This program will accommo

date up to 300 uniaxial and triaxial tests , will compute the

correlation coefficient, and plot the results.

20

60.060.0

MOHR'S ENVELOPE

25

ABSTRACT NUMBER: 51/00-5301/

Solution and Plot of Mohr's Envelope
H. E. Sherer

Mining Services , Inc.

Tuscaloosa, AL 35404

30

Test Program
PIPE FLOW

35

VELOCITY( ft / s)

PRINCIPAL STRESSES ( 1008 p.s.1 .)

5.77.4

QUANITY REYNOLDS NUMBER FRICTION FACTOR(cu.ft / s ) ( VDRho /Mu ) ( f)

0.10.4 8.87E+0041.71E+005

Example

3.23E-0022.88E-002

Anywhere , U.S.A.
Hol 1213

Sandstone

OFINTERNAL FRICTION - 36.6 DEG .
COHESION - 1885 P.S.I.

LEAST SQUARES FIT

NUMBER OF TESTS 18
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 8.903

MINING SERVICESCOMPU-PLOT
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